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68XXX COMPUTER PRODUCTS From Peripheral Technology

68000 System Boards with 4 Serial/2 Parallel Ports, FDC, and RTC.
PT68K4-16 with 1MB $299.00
PT68K2-10 w/ 1MB (Used) $149.00
REX Operating System Included
OS9 V2.4 Operating System $299.00
With C, Editor, Assembler/Linker
SCULPTOR V1.14:6 for Business Software Development - requires any version of OS9/68K. $79.00

Other 68XXX products available!
1480 Terrell Mill Rd. #870
Marietta, GA 30067
404/973-2156

Cross-Assemblers as low as $50.00
Simulators as low as $100.00
Cross-Disassemblers as low as $100.00
Developer Packages as low as $200.00 (at $50.00 Savings!)

A New Project
Our line of macro Cross-Assemblers are easy to use and full featured, including conditional assembly and unlimited include files.

Get It To Market—FAST
Don't wait until the hardware is finished to debug your software. Our Simulators can test your program logic before the hardware is built.

No Source!
A minor glitch has shown up in the firmware, and you can't find the original source program. Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original assembly-language source.

Set To Go
Buy our developer package and the next time your boss says "Get it to work", you'll be ready for anything.

Quality Solutions
PseudoCorp has been providing quality solutions for microprocessor problems since 1985.

BROAD RANGE OF SUPPORT
- Currently we support the following microprocessor families (with more in development):
  - Intel 8048
  - RCA 1802/02
  - Intel 8051
  - Intel 8096
  - Motorola 6800
  - Motorola 6801
  - Motorola 68HC11
  - Motorola 6805
  - Hitachi 6301
  - Hitachi 65C02
  - IGOR Tech 6502
  - WDC 65C02
  - Rockwell 65C02
  - IGOR 6300
  - Zilog Z800
  - Zilog Z80
  - Hitachi HC64180
  - Motorola 8510
  - Motorola 68010
  - Intel 80C196
  - All products require an IBM PC or compatible

So What Are You Waiting For? Call us:
PseudoCorp
Professional Development Products Group
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd. Suite F
Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1947 FAX: (804) 873-2154

SAGE MICROSYSTEMS EAST
Selling and Supporting the Best in 8-Bit Software
Z3PLUS or NZCOM (now only $20 each)
ZSDOS/ZDDOS date stamping BDOS ($30)
ZGPR34 source code ($15)
BackGrounder-II ($20)
ZMATE text editor ($20)
BDS C for Z-system (only $30)
DSD: Dynamic Screen Debugger ($50)
4DOS "zsystem" for MSDOS ($65)
ZMAC macro-assembler ($45 with printed manual)

Kaypro DSDD and MSDOS 360K FORMATS ONLY
Order by phone, mail, or modem and use Check, VISA, or MasterCard. Please include $3.00 Shipping and Handling for each order.

Sage Microsystems East
1435 Centre Street
Newton Centre MA 02159-2469
(617) 965-3552 (voice 7PM to 11PM)
(617) 965-7259 (pwe-DDT)
(MABOS on PC-Pursuit)
Welcome to issue #63. Chock full of good items for your reading pleasure. On time again as well! Our stable of regulars is back in force and we have more installments on our ever going projects list.

The Reader to Reader section is busting with items that are asking for help, and giving some as well. Robert Edgecombe gives some tips on MOVing CP/M. John Baker gives some insights to using CP/M on an Apple. ZX81 schematics are here by the handful, thanks to Paul (letter on page 7) and others. Next issues Reader to Reader will have letters pertaining to using Small-C.

JW Weaver provides some User Group names and addresses, as well as requesting your help in finding recent information on many items from his own collection of computers.

Jay finally fulfills his promise of explaining how he made a system perform non-stop testing even after the power goes off. Intended for PC based systems using 4DOS, Jay shows how he did it and give help in trying it on Z-Systems.

Herb Johnson starts explaining BIOS programming by covering how disk drives work and what the BIOS software must do to get data to or from the drive. This is a must read for first time hackers!

Rick Rodman comments on code quality and especially C compiler output. This is part of Rick's answer to TCJ choosing a standard language for our articles. Rick's and other Small C letters will be the focus of next times Reader to Reader column.

Chuck Stafford helps you keep those Kaypro's running by using clone power supplies. Sharpen up those hardware skills with this simple and easy to do project.

The long awaited second part of Tilmann Reh's IDE interface article is now here. In this part Tilmann explains the interface standard and starts talking about IDE registers. His next part will focus on the programming aspect, so pay attention and get those "Basics" under your belt.

Terry Hazen completes his SCSI EPROM programmer article, with samples of the software. You will see just how simple it can be done as you read this final (I hope not final from Terry) article.

Operating Systems part II is here with a review of 6809 operating systems. Flex, OS-9, and SK*DOS are reviewed as well as listing some vendors who still have 6809 products to sell. Since SK*DOS is the only actively supported operating system for 6809, I have added a listing of programs that can run on the 68K version. You will be surprised at just how many programs are available!

Brad Rodriguez provides part II of his multiprocessing article. He asks you to comment on your interest in buying bare boards for a "Scroungemaster II", all coverage starting on page 40.

Frank Sergeant comments and responds to your letters about his "Reminisce and Musings" in issue #62. I think that Frank's comments on making boards, prompted the folks at Techniks to start advertising. Check-out their market place ad on the inside back cover for "PCB's in Minutes."

Pulling the last page as usual is my Computer Corner. A bit short due to so many good articles this time, but I thank those who sent me ZX81 schematics. You will find out I even got one in German. I prove that simple systems can be very popular and even fun to use...well at least fun to write about.

Please note that issues 20 to 25 are now available as Volume 3. There still remain some single issues, but their number is pretty low. Issue number 25 is available, but again in limited quantity. I have already made a Volume 4, Issues 26 to 31, but we have plenty of those issues still left.

Issue #63 is big and full of interesting reading. So if you don't find anything of interest, it only means that you haven't written to TCJ yourself. This magazine is based on your input and comments. So send those letters and comments to:

The Computer Journal
P.O. Box 535
Lincoln, CA 95648-0535
or
B.Kibler@GENie
B.Kibler on GEnie
Compuserve as 71563,2243
Dear Bill,
I subscribe to Computer Journal
Can you help? This may sound stupid, and it is. There is NO Library over here, (Not even the British Library) who has more than the odd issue of:-

Microsystems
Interface Age

etc.

When reading through the back issues which you sent I come across references to articles in these two. I am stuck! I cannot read them.

I know copyright and all that, but if the publishers have ceased there is a real problem.

Is there any chance that you have, and can copy and send to me for my private study and research (I think that voids copyright problems):- (from TCJ No 49 p28). Microsystems Vol 4 No 9 Sept 1983 p 86 onward; 10 Oct, p 114; Vol 5, 1 Jan 1984, p 120. Three part article "Relocating assemblers and linkage editors". Micro/Systems J1 Vol 1 No 3 July/Aug 1985 p26. "Structured Programming with M80". If you cannot, could you pass request on to the author (I assume HE must have a copy!)

Similarly:-

INTERFACE AGE Vol12 Oct, Nov, Dec 1976, by R Edelson "Super Chip FD1771". Even, if that is no route, do you know any library who you could get copies from and then charge me (with postage and your costs!!).

I know it is a pain in the **, but I was born in the sticks...and have to try to cope. On the longer view:- Can you insert a request for back issues of these magazines: Interface Age Microsystems

Micro/systems J1
with my address? I would purchase, and then donate to our national reference Library.

Thanks very much for the insert re ADM3A and 5 circuits. No replies at all. Might as well junk them, in the circumstances. I expect everyone thought "someone else will write, so I won't bother". People are humans, after all!

Yours truly
John Butler
16, Uphill Drive
London, NW9 0BU, United Kingdom

Gee John, England sounds worse off than I thought. Hopefully some of our other English readers will see this and help you out. If not let me know (a post card will do) and I will try and find those issues for you.

I must admit that yours is a typical problem. I have been after my writers to be more explicit about their references for people in your situation. You are right that copying magazines for your own use is OK, and if I happen to have the issues you need (which I doubt) I will gladly copy them for you. What you need however is someone or group in England to act as a clearing house of information. We have many old club/groups in the U.S. that have retained their old magazines for purposes like yours. Maybe there are some in your area and you just don't know it?

One of TCJ's problems has been the lack of good representation of European problems and solutions. I am trying to find a writer who wants to comment on what is happening over there.

Might you be interested? Should you find a person while getting help on your back issues, that is fairly close to the going on's over there, please send them our way. Hope you get what you need, soon. Thanks again. Bill Kibler.

Dear Bill;

I ran a cursory count of the availability of earlier-released Intel-based computers offered for sale in the August Computer Shopper. I counted four ads for '86 machines and one for a second hand '88. Ads for '386s were also relatively few, compared to numbers of '486s offered.

Shouldn't you be considering adding the early '86 varieties to your stable of "Classics" one-lung Studebakers for which you publish tips on hacking buggy-whip holders? Or restrict yourself strictly and "officially" to 4 and 8 bit computers, of course dropping the Apple J-1gs?

Over the last few years, as a PET and Sinclair graduate currently running a '386, I've been amused by and enjoyed your fanzine, though I've never implemented any of the code or hardware hacks. However, I recently discovered the prozine "PC Techniques", and have found more usable code hacks in one issue than in years of your magazine. Granted, they still don't tell me about hardware hacks that require soldering my ALR '386 motherboard, but even paranoid Steve C. seems leary of that level of sophistication.

The real purpose of this note is to tell you that I'm going to let my subscription expire with issue #65, so don't waste your limited money and time importuning me for a renewal. So long, it's been
amusing, but even us 70-year olds have to grow up sometime.

Sincerely yours,
Dave English

Well Dave, you don’t happen to actually have a “one-lung Studebaker” do you? I know some auto collectors who would pay many times the cost of a new car for one! The more time that goes by the more it seems like the computer industry is just like the car industry.

I suppose one of the reasons they are getting more similar is the same marketing plan. That plan is based on obsoleting perfectly good items in favor of the latest and greatest. Along with that is convincing the buyer that you would be crazy to drive one of those! Well like any industry there are plenty of people who like to know what actually is happening under the “hood”. TCJ has always written for those wanting to know what happens inside.

Since the modern PC has nothing inside that the average person could understand, TCJ has little reason to write about them. At some point in the future, I am sure we will occasionally give some space to articles about PC’s. The fact is, I have an original IBM PC (256K) motherboard that would qualify for being a true collectible item (and is becoming more valuable daily).

I love your comment about Steve C. staying away from PC’s, it proves my point, nobody with any real hardware knowledge wants anything to do with “that level of sophistication.” Although I am sure many of our readers would like PC’s to Ramblers and Mercedes (the PC being like the Rambler)

My hopes over the next few years is for TCJ to pickup about the same percentage of readers as there are people who collect old fashioned cars. Out of the millions of people who drive, I guess that one percent are interested in collectible cars. If one percent of computer users are interested in collecting older computers, then TCJ could have as many as 10 or 30 thousand readers in the future!

So Dave, sorry to see you go, but then you know where to find us when you get tired of those new fandangled PC’s. Bill.

Dear Bill:

Please find enclosed my check for $57.34 to cover the cost of completing my TCJ library all the way back to issue #1.

My issue #62 is missing (1 lb17 sheet) pages 7, 8, 45, & 46. Please send the missing sheet.

In Reader to Reader #62, regarding James M. Harper and the Royal alpha Tronic. I think that I have some answers.

1) For DRI manuals see Elliam Associates advertisement on back cover. I have one of those. They are NEW and as complete as any that DRI printed. The HAYDEN book titled “CP/M REVEALED” by Jack D. Dennon, ISBN 0-8104-5204-9 is very good. It also includes the use of MOVCPM.

2) The command line parameter that follows MOVCPM must be a decimal whole number representing the top of memory in Kbytes. On one system that I have, the parameter must be an even number but on the XEROX it can be an odd number like 59. The first line is a BOOT screen print. The second line is the typed in MOVCPM command line. The 3rd, 4th, & 5th line are written to the screen by the running MOVCPM program.

Xerox 60k CP/M vers 2.2c #2-294 EC3001096
AMOVCPM 59
Constructing Xerox 59k CP/M vers 2.2
Ready for “SYSGEN” or “SAVE 34 CPM59.SYS” (A)

The XEROX does a ROM load into RAM memory F000h-FFFFh of a package called BOS “basic operating system”. This BOS serves as a monitor with commands that let you read a particular disk sector, etc. The L command loads (boots) from any disk drive (default A) and the BOS stays put, then becomes a 4K BIG BIOS. Many systems use F800h-FFFFh for a 2K BIG BIOS. The BIOS from the system tracks is small, the standard is the last 7 sectors of track 1, plus 280h of RAM as a scratch pad. For some functions it simply is a jump vector to big bios. Even though this is a 64K system, for MOVCPM it is a 60K system. The top of memory is the first word address of BIG BIOS. This makes a very fast boot.

On the CCS (California Computer Systems) S-100 system, on coldstart, the CCP auto loads the BIG BIOS from a named RLOCBIOS.COM file on the boot disk. RLOCBIOS.COM is a combination of a RELOADER and a E00h (3.5K) BIG BIOS which loads at 100h like any XCOM file, then relocates the bios portion at F200-FFFFh overlaying the BOOT BIOS. Here top of memory (end of BDOS + 600h) is 62K (F200h + 600h = F800h). CCS modified MOVCPM so that the MOVCPM command line parameter is 64. The CCS manual says that all the system addresses are the same as if an unmodified MOVCPM were set to 62k. This MOVCPM carries a double copyright notice, CCS & DRI both. Here an odd number like 57 will give an error notice. By comparison, this is a slow boot.

A horrible MOVCPM error, undocumented by DRI, comes when you copy MOVCPM from the wrong distribution disk, a CCS disk on the XEROX, an example follows. MOVCPM is loaded and starts running, as expected, it writes line 2, & 3 to the screen, then it hangs at the end of the line where I put the asterisk. I have 2 CCS distribution disks, with different serial numbers. This even happens on the CCS computer when I cross those 2 CCS disks.

AG:MOVCPM 56
CONSTRUCTING 56k CP/M vers 2.2
SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR*

The software reset CTRL-ESC does not work, it takes the hardware reset button in back of the monitor to get back to running. The RUNNING OPERATING SYSTEM and MOVCPM must come from the same distribution disk. This MOVCPM & OPERATING SYSTEM cross serialization is documented in the book “INSIDE CP/M” by David E.
MOVCMP & SYSGEN are real MIS-NOMERS. SYSGEN does not generate anything, it simply reads the system tracks and writes to the sysgen area of memory and visa versa. Likewise MOVCMP generates a fresh copy of the system (Boot loader, CCP, BDOS, & BIOS) and writes it to the sysgen area of memory, with all addresses co-ordinated to the so called top of memory that you type in on the MOVCMP command line.

In the book ZCPR3 THE MANUAL by Richard Conn ISBN 0-918432-59-6 the sysgen area of memory is shown as starting at 1100h not the usual 900h, and he cautions BEWARE, all systems are not the same! If this book is not available, this same ZCPR3 installation information is shown on the public domain disks SIG/M 184-192.

The CCS manuals also describe non standard system disks, those where the system tracks hold big bios. This can be done on some single density formats and all double density formats. But it takes some some special work like writing the high byte rounded up of the bios last load address into 929h in the boot loader program. The CCS has 12 different formats, while the XEROX has only 4. There is some more to it also, but on the XEROX there is no such information that I can find.

Do you have any information on where if anywhere that I can find XEROX 16/8 support.??

Sincerely yours,
Robert L. Edgecombe

Thanks for all the good information, Bob. I had forgotten to mention the serial number information. However I found the locations inside the programs and have just zeroed my serial numbers out. That way I can solve the "Synchronization" problem and can just forget about it for good.

If you want to find the serial number, just do some file compares between your two different SYSGEN and MOVCMP programs and they should pop out. If readers are really interested, I am sure I can find the approximate locations in DOS and MOVCMP. I remember it being near the end of the DOS program portion.

Using a RLOCBIOS is also a good way to overlay a changed BIOS to see if all your improvements are going to work. That way you know the system is up and running, and then get to test just that new part. Also beware that some systems, add or subtract from the value given to MOVCMP. I can't remember for sure which system, but one of mine, changes the 64K value to 62K (I believe the CCS when using RLOCBIOS does it) to make up for the extra large BIOS.

The variation comes again from what Bob indicated, with so many different possible disk formats, the vendor had plenty of freedom to implement how the system went together. You need to remember that many vendors had the complete source code to many of the utilities and even all of CP/M. That means they could make their system even more of a one of a kind monster.

Unfortunately Bob, I have little information on the Xerox 8/16. My schematics contain little help p.s. you. Possibly some readers will send us some good information, just like your help with MOVCMP. Thanks again! Bill Kibler.

Dear Mr. Kibler:
Where do I begin? I suppose that first, I should thank you, the past (and future) editors and all the contributors to TCJ for making one of the few remaining computer-oriented magazines that’s relevant to me. I read each issue voraciously from cover-to-cover within a few hours of receiving it and keep them handy for reference because it usually turns out that I’m involved in something that was discussed in a recent issue!

I certainly want that sort of thing to continue, so I’ve enclosed a check in the amount of a two-year subscription which I believe your records should show will continue beginning with issue #64. I also wish to purchase a number of back issues which I have listed separately.

At this point, I’d like to tell you a little (a lot!) about myself as it relates to our journal.

I would guess that at 26 I’m likely to be one of your (if not the) youngest subscriber(s). I’ve been enthusiastically using Apple-hosted CP/M and Z-System computers ever since I encountered the PCPI AppliCard in 1984 and then truly discovered it and CP/M in the summer of 1987. When I started back to school in the fall of 1988, I soon discovered that I wanted my trusty Franklin ACE 1000 and PCPI AppliCard with me. I wrote all my papers and reports with it and soon purchased a modem and started using the campus computers from my apartment. I was sold on these things!

I was concerned that I was depriving my younger brother of a computer at home by having it at school, so in the summer of 1989, I purchased an extended keyboard Apple Ile, a pair of Apple UniDisk 3.5 disk drives, a monochrome composite monitor, and an Epson LQ510 printer. I moved the AppliCard over to my new machine and took off! I added a Sorrento Valley Associates ZVX4 8” disk controller in 1991 and quickly hacked cabling for attaching a pair of TEAC FD55-GFR high-density 5.25” disk drives to it. I replaced my Shugart SA801s with a pair of SA860s so that I could go for double-sided disks. (I gave the 801s to a fellow member of our remaining CP/M-Houston User’s Group.)

All the while, I had been keeping tabs on (and drooling over) a new Z-System processor card for Apple II computers called the CardZ180. I entered correspondence with one of the people behind it and, after a two-year wait, finally received one. It took another 5 months before I got working system software (original disks were corrupt), but on 13 May 1992, my CardZ180 finally came on line and I have been extremely pleased with it. I purchased my first hard disk in August of 1992 and am quite satisfied with it.

Along the way, I acquired an Epson QX-10 with 10MB hard disk both of which
died and then were resurrected with e-mail help of (contributors) Wayne Sung and Jay Sage, respectively. I picked up a couple of extra AppliCards, so the Franklin (which my parents still have) can continue as a Z-System machine. I also became enamored of the Amiga computers and recently purchased a used Amiga 500 and have proceeded to upgrade it with more RAM, the common hacks, hard disks, and System 2.1 software.

As for what I use my machines for, I use my CardZ180-equipped Apple //e for everything that I do. Right now that mostly consists of writing papers and reports for school and telecommunication (mostly internet news, mail, and other interactive activities). Right now the Amiga is, alas, mostly an entertainment machine, but all three of my computers are the object of my fascination and personal study. My plans for the Amiga involve using TeX and doing CAD work.

As a still fledgling hacker, I finally wrote my ‘Opus’ I around July of 1992. It’s an extension for the CardZ180 CBIOs—an alternate set of CONIN, CONOUT, and CONST routines that use the CardZ180 (HD64180) ASCII port for the console rather than the standard Apple console driver. The .COM file determines the type of system it’s running in (full NZCOM, static ZCPR3 or plain ZCPR1 and saves the old CBIOs jump addresses and replaces them with the run-time addresses of the new routines which it places in a reserved area at the top of memory. This finally solved the problem of character loss in telecommunications that all Apple-hosted CP/M systems have, although the CardZ180 system’s threshold is around 4800bps rather than 1200bps for other systems (Appli-Card included). I packaged it up and uploaded it to the BBS that supports the CardZ180.

I was extremely pleased when my external terminal package caught the attention of the author of the CardZ180’s system software. He very graciously offered me the source code for the whole shooting match and I quite naturally accepted. I recently acquired exactly the right combination of hardware to kluge together a hard-disk to send him so that he can send the huge volume of code (in 6502, 'c02, 'c802, 'c816, Z80, HD64180 assembly, PASCAL-MT+, and Turbo Modula-2 Z80) to me. I received it back in April 1993 and after examining the code a bit, implemented some enhanced functions in the standard Apple console driver which had been missing since the days of the PCPI Appli-Card!

Projects I’ve undertaken include a second degree. I completed a degree in Agricultural Engineering from Texas A & M University in December of 1992 and now have turned around and am studying Computer Engineering. I’m enjoying it immensely, but recently I taught myself more in two hours alone with my Z80 databook and my Apple //e Technical Reference Manual than I’ve learned in the first 8 weeks of my introductory digital design class! I suppose I should try to attach myself to the work of a professor where I can put my interests to use. I discovered that I’m probably searching for a mentor and the school’s probably the best place to find one.

What I taught myself was all about DRAM and the Z80. At this point, I would like to ask you and all readers for a recommendation for sources of fast (100ns or less) DRAM that will operate with 128-cycle refresh for high-speed Z80 applications. My project is to accelerate my remaining PCPI AppliCards and I need the right DRAM for it to work. The Applicard circuit design is virtually bulletproof and has been run as fast as 12MHz. I plan to take my boards as high as I can get them to go! True, the systems will then begin to become I/O bound, but as long as there’s no I/O to be done, they will fly.

I hope eventually to build a couple of the projects from the Ciarcia’s Circuit Cellular books with the serial EPROM programmer (vol. 6) being among the first (if not THE first). I feel I have more to learn before I tackle one of those though.

Another thing I hope to do is get in touch with Hal Bower, et al. and work on implementing the Banked/Portable BIOS on my CardZ180. The current system already reserves an extra 64K bank of the 64180’s 1MB address space for system expansions such as the B/P BIOS and I’d like to see if I can get it up on the CardZ180.

I would like to express my appreciation for David Goodenough’s article on Z80 interrupts in issue #54. I soon adapted his interrupt-driven serial I/O and queue code to my copies of QTERM on my CardZ180. This finally allowed high-speed terminal operations with the C180’s Apple console driver. I adapted just the queue portion for Appli-Card and QX-10 QTERM overlays and it operates quite nicely for regular polled I/O (it does help a bit). I had also recently studied queues in my data structures class so re-reading the article and implementing the code added greatly to my understanding.

I was also quite excited when I turned to the new Centerfold in issue #59. I saw things in the schematic that I had recently been tested over in my digital design class. I couldn’t help but smile broadly and think, ‘I know what that is! I can even name the chip!’ I looked at the parts list and confirmed that I was absolutely correct. I showed my copy of issue #59 to my professor and related what I experienced. He seemed quite pleased that I had made the class material “real” for myself, but offered no comment on TCJ itself. Perhaps I should dare to lend him one of mine to peruse.

Gosh, this letter has gotten long! Perhaps it might make a mini article! Seriously, though, I don’t see much in the way of Apple ||-hosted CP/M and Z-System machines represented here or in The Z-Letter and if I can make myself sit down and write things down, I’d be more than happy to supply an article dealing with CP/M and Z-System running on co-processor cards in Apple || machines. Thank you again for such a fantastic publication!

Yours truly,
John D. Baker
jdb8042@blkbox.com
jdbaker@taronga.com
jdb8042@tamuts.tamu.edu
Dear Bill,
I'm enclosing my check for another 12 issues of TCJ, having been a happy (if uncommunicative) subscriber since issue #1.

Does anyone out there remember (maybe is still using) the IMP-16 computer Hal Chamberlin designed back in the 70s, using the National Semiconductor chip set? I believe it was the first 16-bit computer for the amateur. I had a lot of fun wire wrapping his boards, and learned a lot (mostly now forgotten) on how the circuitry worked. Hal had a good way of explaining the details of such things in a lucid and entertaining fashion. Unfortunately, he went on to other things before completing his series of articles in "The Computer Amateur", later reprinted and continued in National's "Bit Bucket"., and I never did get my IMP-16 up and running.

I had better luck with the Slicer computer, using the Intel 80186, which served me well (ah, the thrill of powering up your handiwork and seeing something appear on the screen!). Running DOS 2.1 with Heath terminal, about all I could run was MASM and Multiplan, though. Again, I wonder if there is still interest in this machine.

Norman Stanley.

Thanks for the renewal Norman, and the interesting comments on the IMP-16. I have heard of it, but never saw one. How about some more details and explanation of the "thrills" you got doing it? WordStar will also run off a terminal in DOS 2.1 if you use version 3.1 (did it myself for awhile!). Thanks again for being with us since #1! Bill.

Dear Mr. Kibler:
I just received my copy of issue 61 of The Computer Journal, and saw your response to Ken about the availability of schematics for the venerable Timex Sinclair ZX-81. I am going to go one step farther, and am sending you a copy of the schematic diagrams that I have for both the ZX-81 and its predecessor, the Sinclair ZX-80.

Most interestingly, last week I was logged into the White Sands Public Domain software pool, SIMTEL20, and in the messy-dos directory under emulators and I find the index has an emulator for these machines. Maybe someone will download this emulator and give us a report on it. I can't because it will not run under either of my CP/M systems.

I also have a full set of diagrams for the Intertec Compustar VPU-30 system that I would be willing to share with TCJ for others if there is interest. However, those schematics must be returned to me, for I am using them to support my two Cstar systems. The beauty of them was the use of a hard drive (boat anchor size) that would be the home of software for the remote systems. Each system (255 possible) could access the hard drive and read/write to the main disk partition (D:) while being assigned a small hard disk partition (C:) that was not accessible to any other system on the network. I have a 10 meg hard drive for these systems, and supposedly, Intertec came out with a 96 meg drive.

Keep up the good work with The Computer Journal.

Sincerely, Paul V. Pullen.

Thanks Paul for the schematics and do read my corner for how I put my foot in it.

I have the SIMTEL-20 CDROM and also found all the emulators, quite a collection. Guess I need some people to review them all! I also have an Intertec system, a QD, has two 280's. Very fast and well designed. I have heard about their multi-user system and think they were ahead of their times. Oh well, lots of great systems were passed over for the rather poor PC hardware design.

Thanks again! Bill Kibler.

Mail to:
The Computer Journal
P.O. Box 535
Lincoln, CA 95648-0535, U.S.A.
SUPPORT GROUPS FOR THE CLASSICS

By JW Weaver

Kind of fell behind, what with rebuilding my main transport, and problems with my BBS system. But, now I need to get with the task at hand, writing this column.

Connected with a BBS located in Salt Lake City, Utah. The BBS is associated with a user group supporting the Coleco ADAM. Name of the group is Adam-Link User’s Group, with a newsletter ADAM Informant. Inquiries should be posted on the BBS. SLC ADAM-Link BBS, (801) 484-5114, speeds 300/1200/2400 with 8N1 or 7E1.

A second user’s group, is the San Diego OS-9 Users Group. Contact person is Warren Hrach, (619) 221-8246 - voice, associated BBS is Ocean Beach BBS, (619) 224-4878 8N1 9600.

The fellow who sent the info on the OS-9 group, Shaun C. Marolf, also runs a BBS, Eight Bit Heaven, dealing with the Classics. A friendly BBS, handling several 8 bit systems.

Possessing several older systems, each with a different approach to the design of hardware, I would be interested in hearing any history on these systems. So if you have any knowledge, personal involvement in the development of the organizations or systems, Please share with us.

Some of the systems I have are, (with what information I already have, such as last listed address or company name);

ADAM - Coleco Industries, Inc., Amsterdam, New York 12010

Altair 8800 - MITT Inc. 6328 Linn, N.E., POBox 8636, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108.

8080 processor with 4 kilobytes of memory, 8" floppy drive

Attache - Otrona Corp. 4755 Walnut, Boulder CO. 80301. Z80 with 2 half height 5 1/4 floppy drives, built in 5" crt

ECS 4500 - ECS Microsystems, Inc. Z80 with 2 full height 5 1/4 floppy drives, built in 9" crt

Focus XVI - Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation. 16 bit discrete logic processor with programmable microcode

Hyperion - Dynalogic Info-Tech Corporation, Ottawa, Canada. 8088 with 2 half height 5 1/4 floppy drives, built in 5" crt

Micro Decision - Morrow Designs. Z80 with 2 two/thirds height floppy drives

Osborne I - Osborne Computer Corporation, Hayard, CA. Z80 with 2 half height drives, built in 4" crt

Super ELF - Quest Electronics, POBox 4430, Santa Clara, CA 95054

RCA 1802 processor with 256 bytes on static ram

I would also like to obtain any technical documents relating to these systems and especially any support groups or newsletters. Remember that some of these organizations are no longer in business, but often they sell the rights to other companies or service centers. IMSAI’s were continued to be made and supported for several years after IMSAI went under by Fischer, Fischer and Company, (itself closed in 1982, I think).

I am planning to research as much of these systems and manufacturers as time will allow, and report all information, assuming that you the readers are interested. So let me know if this area would be of interest, and those of you that have knowledge, please send me what you have or know.

Mike Michaels of Canton, IL, supplied this list of firms supporting TRS80’s (his letter was in #62). Anitek, PO Box 361136, Melbourne, FL 32936, (407)259-9397. They have memory expansions to 8 meg and speed up kits. Computer News 80, PO Box 680, Casper, WY 82602, (307)265-6483. A newsletter by Stan Slater and Ron Gatlin. Micro-Labs, 7309 Campbell Rd., Dallas, TX 75248 (214)702-8654, Hi-rez add on board by Ted Carter. Missoys, PO Box 239, Sterling, VA 20167 (703)450-4181. Hard drive and SCSI adopters and software by Roy Soltoff. TRSTimes, 5721 Topanga Canyon Blvd. #4, Woodland Hills, CA 91367 (818)716-7154. A newsletter by Lance Wolstrup. (This list has not been verified yet. BDK)

On a personal note, My BBS contains a few of the Public Domain programs for the Kaypro systems. Open to the public, but, the first time you logon you will NOT have access to these files. Usually, by the following Saturday, your security will be upgraded for accessing all the Kaypro files.

Until next time, keep hackin’.

JW.

Write to:
TCI Support Groups
Drawer 180
Volcano, CA 95689
BBS: (916) 427-9038
300/1200/2400 8N1
The Z-System Corner
By Jay Sage

Techniques for Running Unattended
Part 1: The Control Script

I have been promising for nearly a year to tell you about the techniques I developed before the summer of 1992 to allow my MS-DOS 486 computer to carry out simulations of electronic circuits completely unattended while I was away on travel for an entire month. In a series of columns starting with this one I will finally make good on that promise.

It is very important to my research projects that useful work be accomplished during times when I am away. This past summer, as I mentioned in my last column, I accomplished that aim by setting up an email account in Israel that permitted me to interact easily and frequently with my colleagues back at the laboratory. This year my research was in a circuit-testing phase, with a graduate student hard at work, so the email approach was quite suitable. Last year it was in an analytical phase that required a large number of time-consuming electronic circuit simulations to determine the operating margins for a new type of circuit I had invented.

There were two principal issues I had to address with the control programs I developed. First, in order to find the limiting values for a particular circuit parameter, such as the clock voltage, it was necessary not only to sweep the value for that parameter but also to determine automatically whether the circuit had operated successfully or had failed at the last value simulated. The parameter values could then be adjusted appropriately until the limiting values had been determined to the desired accuracy. A suite of PMATE editor macros handled this task. They will be the subject of a future column.

The second task was to make sure that a long sequence of computational tasks would be carried out even if there were power failures or other situations that required rebooting the computer. Certainly, I could not count on everything running perfectly smoothly for an entire month. The control programs that handled this problem will be the subject of this column.

One final introductory comment. What I am describing here operates on an MSDOS computer using the 4DOS command processor replacement, which is very similar to the ZCPR3 command processor replacement under CP/M.

Although I will not discuss in any detail the application of the same techniques under Z-System, I'm quite sure that they could be implemented if the need arose.

The AUTOEXEC.BAT File

When MS-DOS boots up, it runs a batch file with the name AUTOEXEC.BAT. This is where we have to start. Rather than add the special commands to AUTOEXEC.BAT itself, I simply added a line at the end of the standard AUTOEXEC.BAT file to invoke the power-failure-survival script, which I call FAILSAFE.BTM. Although a start-up command script is not a mandatory feature of Z-System, it is quite easy to make Z-System run a command or alias of the user's choice when the system boots.

Although we have just begun, it is already time for an aside. This column will necessarily serve in part as an introductory tutorial on 4DOS, because I make use of many of its special features. One of them is BTM files. These are the same as BAT files in terms of what they accomplish; the difference is that BTM (BaTch Memory) files run entirely from memory. When an MS-DOS BAT script is invoked, the first command is run. Then COMMAND.COM goes back to the file on disk and reads the second line, and then the third line, and so on. This procedure can be slow and can encounter problems if, for example, the BAT file is removed from the system, as it might be if it is run from a floppy.

With a BTM file the entire script is loaded into memory from the start. This allows it, with a slight penalty in memory usage, to run much faster. However, one does lose the ability, which is on rare occasions very useful, to modify the BAT file on the fly while the script is running. 4DOS supports both BAT and BTM files. In fact, 4DOS allows the mode, disk-based or memory-based, of either type of file to be changed on the fly by the LOADBTM command with the arguments ON and OFF. I almost always use BTM files because of the increased speed.

When I am not using the failsafe facility, which, of course, is almost all the time, I leave a very simple FAILSAFE.BTM file in the root directory. All it does is display a message reminding me of its name and presence and the need to modify it to perform any desired failsafe tasks. Listing 1 has an example. It also illustrates a very nice 4DOS command pair: TEXT and ENDTXT. After a TEXT command, all lines in the script up to the ENDTXT command are simply sent to the screen exactly as they appear in the file, including leading spaces. The same thing can be accomplished using ECHO commands, but that approach is clumsier and has problems.
with some characters (though 4DOS gets around that by allowing strings to be 'escaped' -- deprived of any special meaning -- by enclosing them with backward single-quote characters).

The Linking FAILSAFE.BTM Script

When I want the computer to perform some unattended tasks, I typically add some commands at the beginning of the dummy FAILSAFE.BTM command to change to the subdirectory where the work will be performed and then to invoke a full FAILSAFE.BTM script that resides there. Thus the FAILSAFE.BTM in the root directory serves as a link.

An example of the root FAILSAFE.BTM with these extra command lines is shown in Listing 2. Note the use of the 4DOS command CDD. This is like the DOS command CD except that it changes the drive as well as the subdirectory. A similar command, PUSHD, not only changes to the specified drive and directory but also pushes the name of the current directory onto a directory stack. The command POPD will take one back to the directory one was in before the last PUSHD was issued. The stack is fairly deep (255 characters), allowing one to backstep through several directory changes.

Note also the placement of an asterisk before the CDD command. 4DOS supports aliases just as Z-System does. One difference, however, is that 4DOS processes aliases before it processes real commands with the same name, and it is very common to define aliases to invoke built-in commands with certain options automatically included or with some other support commands. For example, I want to be able to enter 'CD' and have CDD performed, so I have an alias named CD that invokes CDD. Sometimes, especially in scripts and even more especially in scripts that we distribute to others, we want to make sure that the real command runs, not an alias. Putting an asterisk in front of the command name does just that.

The Working FAILSAFE.BTM Script

Well, enough beating around the bush. Let's get down to the script that really does the work! Listing 3 shows a general-purpose FAILSAFE.BTM script that would be put in the subdirectory in which tasks are to be carried out.

Before we look at the command lines themselves, I want to say a few things about the general approach taken. The script is designed to read commands from a file called FAILSAFE.CMD. This makes it very easy to see what commands are going to be performed and to change those commands without modifying the FAILSAFE.BTM script. The environment variable FAILSAFE is used to store the number of the line in FAILSAFE.CMD to be processed next.

In order for the system to recover from a power failure or other event that requires rebooting, the entire environment (that is, the names and values of all environment variables) is saved in a file (FAILSAFE.ENV) that can be used to restore the environment after a reboot. The details of how this works will be covered shortly.

The Z-System, by the way, also supports the use of environment variables, though few people make use of this feature. Because the symbol names and values have to be stored in a disk file, rather than in memory as in DOS, access to them can be slow. Dreas Nielsen, a TCJ contributor in times past, was responsible for the most significant development of techniques and programs for using Z-System environment variables. The classic tools Rick Conn provided for working with them were SH, SHVAR, and SHDEFINE. Dreas contributed FOR, NEXT, PERFORM, and RESOLVE. The first three of those are generally distributed together in a package called FOR-NXT3.LBR, though there is a newer version of FOR distributed separately.

Now let's start working through the commands in the functional FAILSAFE.BTM. The first thing we do is make sure that there is a file FAILSAFE.CMD with commands to be performed. As we will see later, when all commands have been completed, this file is renamed to FAILCMDS.OLD to stop any further processing (otherwise, a reboot at this point would start the whole sequence over again).

Next we determine whether this is an initial invocation of the script or the resumption of operation after a reboot. We do this by looking for the file FAILSAFE.ENV. Any file of this name is deleted when all FAILSAFE operations have been completed, but the user should make sure that no such file is present, perhaps from a deliberately aborted run. When a new failsafe run is to be started.

This part of the script illustrates the powerful flow control processing that 4DOS has added to MS-DOS (of course, this is nothing new to Z-System people). The commands IFF, ELSE, ELSEIFF, and ENDFIFF allow nested conditional processing of groups of commands. The indentation I use to make the script more readable has no effect on the actual processing.

In the present case, we test for the existence (or, more precisely, the absence) of FAILSAFE.ENV. If it does not exist, then this is the first time through the script; otherwise it is a reinvocation following a system reboot. For each case we perform a specific group of commands. Incidentally, I use the NOT option to reverse the existense test solely to suit my sense of logic. I want the commands for a first-time-through to come first in the script.

If this is the first time through the script, we initialize the environment variable FAILSAFE to the value 0 and write out the entire environment to the file FAILSAFE.ENV by redirecting the output of the SET command from the screen to the file. This is how we save the current state of the computation.

Note that we put an asterisk before the SET commands to make sure that the real 4DOS command runs and not an alias. I (and many other 4DOS users) have an alias called SET that paginates the display of the listing of environment variables by invoking the SET command
with the /P option. We certainly don’t want that to happen here!

Besides those two essential actions, I like to keep a log of what has happened. When FAILSAFE first starts running, I write a line to a file called FAILSAFE.LOG that indicates that a new FAILSAFE run started at a particular time. This is done by redirecting the output of the ECHO command into a file in append mode using the ‘”>>”’ redirection operator.

This command gives us a glimpse of a very powerful capability that 4DOS provides. There are system data variables, accessed like environment variables, that can tell almost anything about the computer system. Their names begin with the underscore character. In this command line we see %DATE and %TIME, which return the date and time stored in the system clock.

For those unfamiliar with MS-DOS, command-line tokens and variables are referenced using a leading ‘%’. Z-System uses ‘$’ for most parameters, but shell variables, as in DOS, are referenced using ‘%’. There are dozens of other 4DOS system variables that allow one to find out such things as the kind of CPU chip and numerical coprocessor, the current drive and subdirectory, the position of the cursor on the screen and the color scheme there, whether or not Windows is running and which version, the number of the current DESQview window, and so on, and so on.

Now back to the script! If this is a resumption of operation, the environment variables saved in the file FAILSAFE.ENV are read back into the environment using the /R (read) option of the 4DOS SET command. Then a line is written to the log file indicating the time at which the script resumed operation after a power failure or other system reboot.

At this point we come to the main command processing loop. It functions as a WHILE loop by testing for the termination condition at the beginning. Specifically, we check to see if there are any more commands to perform in FAILSAFE.CMD. To do so we use a tremendously powerful feature of 4DOS. Besides the system variables we saw earlier, there is an even more powerful extension to the environment facility of DOS: system functions. These are like the system variables except that they take arguments.

System function names begin with the ‘@’ character, and there are dozens of them. They test, parse, and otherwise manipulate strings and file names; compute with dates and times; determine how much disk space or memory of various types is available; reveal the sizes, time stamps, and attributes of files; read information off the screen; and so on and so on.

The first one we encounter here is @LINES. It takes a single argument, the name of a file, and returns the number of the last line in the file, where the first line has the number 0 (that’s why we initialized the variable FAILSAFE to 0 rather than 1). The test ‘%failsafe GT @lines[failsafe.cmd]’ compares the next line number to be processed (%failsafe) to the number of the last line in the file FAILSAFE.CMD. As you can see, 4DOS can perform comparisons other than just equality and inequality, as in MS-DOS. The full set of relational operators is available (GT, GE, LT, LE, EQ, NE), for both string and numerical comparisons.

If we have run out of command lines, we delete the FAILSAFE.ENV file. We then want to rename FAILSAFE.CMD to FAILCMDS.OLD. Surprisingly to me, the 4DOS rename commands (REN or RENAME) do not have an option, as we have in Z-System, to delete any existing file with the new name. Consequently, we have to check explicitly for the existence of FAILCMDS.OLD and delete it, if necessary, before performing the rename operation.

The final step is to add an entry to the log file showing the time when the whole operation was completed. A blank line is also added by the ‘”echo.”’ command. With the job finished, we issue the 4DOS CANCEL command, which terminates all batch file processing, no matter how many levels deep we might be. (The QUIT command, which exits only from the current batch file, would probably have been adequate here, but CANCEL ensures that all batch processing will be terminated.) We then complete the IFF block with the ENDIFF command.

If the current command in the variable FAILSAFE does not exceed the number of lines in the FAILSAFE.CMD file, then the commands following the IFF block will be executed. We write a line to the log file showing the time at which the particular command line was started, and we then run the next command. How do we get the next command? We use the 4DOS system function @LINE (not to be confused with @LINES). It takes two arguments, the file name and the line number, and returns the specified line from the file.

After the command has been completed, we advance the command counter by using another 4DOS system function, @EVAL. This function takes one string argument, which is treated as an arithmetic expression, and returns the value of that expression. In this case the argument is ‘%failsafe+1’. The term ‘%failsafe’ gets replaced by the current value of the environment variable FAILSAFE. It is incremented by 1 by @EVAL, and the result is assigned by the SET command to the variable FAILSAFE, replacing the original value.

The modified environment is written out to the file FAILSAFE.ENV, replacing the older version, and the script then jumps back to the label LOOP. That’s it.

At this point I would like to make one final observation about the precise way in which this script allows for recovery from a power failure or other mishap that requires rebooting. Processing does not begin at the exact point at which it was interrupted. That would be impossible to achieve purely in software. What happens is that processing starts over again at the beginning of the command line that was being executed when the problem occurred. It should be kept in mind, therefore, that this technique will not work if a partially completed com-
mand cannot simply be restarted from
the beginning.

The commands I ran under FAILSAFE
were all commands that could be rerun
at any time, with any current output re-
placing any output from previous execu-
tions of the command. A situation to
avoid is one in which required input files
are modified or deleted. The commands
should use input data that is left un-
changed and write output data to new
files, not to the input files.

Next time I will describe in more detail
how I set up my command lists and how
my commands were able to make intel-
ligent decisions about what to do next.

Closing Announcements

I often start my columns with some an-
nouncements that are not related to the
main topic. This time it seemed awk-
ward to put them there, so I have stuck
them on the end instead. There are two
things I want to mention. First, in my
column in issue 60 I referred to the news-
letter that Frank Gaude at Echelon had
distributed to his customers as “The Z
Letter”. Apparently no one, not even
Bill Kibler, noticed the mistake except
David McGone. You see, David is the
real publisher of “The Z Letter”, which
is still very much alive. Frank’s news-
letter was called “The Z-News”. Sec-
ond, I would like to provide some Z-
Node update information. Lee Bradley,
a stalwart of the Z community, has re-
tired as sysop of Z-Node #12 in Hart-
ford, Connecticut. I am happy to report,
however, that Eric Palm has taken over
its operation. The new phone number
(still in the Hartford out dial of PC-Pur-
suit) is 203-826-5047. It is currently
running on a Xerox 16/8 with a 10 meg
hard disk, but Eric hopes to upgrade to
a larger disk soon. [Editor: Jay just no-
tified me that Eric Palm returned Z-
node 12 to Lee Bradley, so it is back at
its old number.]

I wish I could report the return to service
of the Drexel Hill Z-Node in Philadel-
phia. Mike Finn is taking it over from
Bob Dean, another stalwart of the Z
community, but there continue to be re-
lentless hardware problems. We all hope
it really will be back up soon.

Listing 1. A dummy FAILSAFE.BTM file for use when the computer is operated normally. All it does is
to display a message to the user.

```
@echo off
text
This is a dummy FAILSAFE.BTM file in the root directory.
To run commands in unattended mode, this file should be
modified to invoke a real failsafe batch file.
endtext
```

Listing 2. A modified FAILSAFE.BTM file that would be placed in the root directory when unattended tasks
are to be performed. The additional commands at the beginning change to the appropriate subdirectory, issue
some initialization commands, and then invoke the main FAILSAFE.BTM script. In this example, we change
to the subdirectory TESTCKT where my circuit will be simulated. We also add to the command search
path the PSPICE directory where the circuit simulation program PSPICE is kept (ADDPATH is a
utility I picked up somewhere, though a somewhat complex 4DOS command could perform the same
function).

```
@echo off
*odd c:\pspice\testckt
adddpath c:\pspice
failsafe.btm
text
This is a dummy FAILSAFE.BTM file in the root directory.
To run commands in unattended mode, this file should be
modified to invoke a real failsafe batch file.
endtext
```

Listing 3. The full FAILSAFE.BTM script that really does the work. See the text for a complete description
of how it operates.

```
@echo off
REM Quit if no commands to perform.
if not exist failsafe.cmd cancel
REM Determine whether this is an initial start or a restart and perform the appropriate actions.
if not exist failsafe.env then
  REM If first time, initialize FAILSAFE
  *set failsafe=0
  *set >failsafe.env
  *echo %date at %time: Starting new FAILSAFE run.
    >>failsafe.log
else
  REM On restart, restore the environment
  *set /r failsafe.env
  *echo %date at %time: restarting after failure
    >>failsafe.log
endif
:loop
REM See if commands remain to be performed. If not, clean up and quit.
if %failsafe GT %2
  *del failsafe.env
  if exist failcmd.old del /q failcmd.old
  *ren failsafe.cmd failcmd.old
  *echo %date at %time: FAILSAFE run completed.
    >>failsafe.log
  *echo. >>failsafe.log
  cancel
endif
REM Read the next command line from FAILSAFE.CMD and process it. Upon completion, advance
REM the pointer in variable FAILSAFE.
*echo %date at %time: running line %failsafe >>failsafe.log
%2%@line[2 failsafe.cmd,%failsafe]
*set failsafe=%2%eval[%failsafe+1]
*set >failsafe.env
*goto loop
```
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Mail and Messages were all used up in my last column. Write more often!

Reader’s comments in TCJ’s letter column suggest that articles about computer users assume they already know how a computer works! Consequently, those articles contain words and concepts that are unfamiliar to a novice. More experienced computer users may have problems with “hardware” articles, and even programmers may not know the physics and mechanics of the devices they regularly program. Finally, some of us old-timers have forgotten some of this stuff.

This month, I give a tutorial on diskette drives that is good for anyone who owns a computer built after 1978, which should include most of the readership. I describe the physical nature of disks and disk drives, a discussion of the smarts in a diskette controller chip, and the operations of a disk drive at the BIOS (basic input/output system) software level. I will leave advanced operations, such as disk directories and boot-up stuff, for another column or another columnist, depending on reader response to this column. But I will include some BIOS fragments in 8080 code that closely follows the methods in this article.

For my S-100 readers I have available a BIOS for SSDS 8" and a number of SD Systems diskette controllers (suitable for 8" and 5", single and double density). Contact me for details.

Tutorial Topic: What is a disk drive?

When I considered writing about diskette drive controllers, I decided to start at the basics. The following is a pretty complete description of the technology behind a disk drive. When you know the fundamentals, diskette drive operations make more sense. From this, BIOS (input/output) software will also make more sense. Before you continue to read this article, I recommend you locate a loose disk drive and a 5" or 8" floppy diskette and keep them on hand as you read.

History

The first S-100 systems had no disk drives, because floppy disks were a recent invention of IBM and were expensive. Gary Kildall had yet to develop his CP/M system and to start Digital Research to market it. Programs were stored in and read from paper tape, usually via Teletype ASR-33 printing terminals. Impatience and the inconvenience of a write-once (non-erasable) medium, and the availability of audio cassettes led to a variety of tape cassette formats supported by Tarbell, IMSAI, Processor Technology (Sol) and others. The microcomputer market was driven by surplus equipment; “hand-me-downs” from mainframes and minicomputers. Gary Kildall’s CP/M was tested on a worn-out Shugart SA-800 8-inch drive, and for years the 8-inch diskette was the only cheap and fast mass media for personal computers. Today’s 5.25 inch and 3.5 inch drives are little different from the original 8-inch drive, are very similar in general operation to hard disk drives, and similar in many principles to cartridge tape and even CD-ROM drives!

The Basics of Diskettes

A disk drive is a simple device, when you consider it as a collection of components each performing a function. It is designed to access locations on a diskette both by rotating the diskette and by moving an arm over the disk along one radius of the circular diskette. It must be in constant motion because it is the relative motion of the magnetized disk past a magnetic sensor on the arm that permits the head to “read” the magnetic information on the diskette. A moving magnetic field (like the magnetic fields on the diskette) creates an electric current in a fixed wire (like the magnetic head on the arm of the disk drive).

Grab a 5.25" diskette from your computer and examine it (figure 1). Diskettes are plastic disks with magnetic coatings, encased in an envelope with holes. The long hole is where the disk drive magnetic head moves around to access areas of the diskette surface. The small circular hole is where the index sensor optically looks for a smaller hole in the magnetic disk, which establishes a constant starting point for each rotation. The large circular hole in the center is where the diskette media “cookie” is grabbed through the jacket by the drive in order to rotate the media. (Cookie is the manufacturing term for the media, as it is punched out from a long magnetic tape in “cookie-cutter” fashion.)

Information on the diskette is stored as a series of records of fixed length, called sectors (figure 2). Sectors are lined up around one circumference (circle of constant radius) of the diskette on a track. These tracks are arranged around the center of the disk, like circular ripples in a pond, and are counted from track 0 from the track closest to the edge of the diskette. Sectors are counted from sector 1, the first following the index hole, and are physically numbered in sequence.
(1,2,3,...the significance of this will be described later.)

The last consideration for diskette information storage is density. Data is stored as magnetic bits on a track using one of two methods. "Single density" stores a bit of data as a single pulse, which involves two changes or reversals of magnetic field. "Double density" stores more data by representing a data bit as only one change of magnetic field.

We can now intelligently describe the "classic" standard 8" format for tracks and sectors, derived from IBM's 3270 diskette 8" standard, was single-sided (i.e. one magnetic head on the drive), single density, 128 bytes per sector, 26 sectors per track, 77 tracks per disk. This is classically known as a "quarter-meg" or 256K byte format.

The disk drive

A disk drive (figure 3) has a motorized spindle to grab the diskette and to rotate it at constant (radial) speed. To access the various tracks, an arm moves across the diskette. The arm is driven by a "stepper" motor, which moves the head to the arm to the same series of places along the radius of the diskette. These places, combined with the constant motion of the diskette, define the location of the tracks on the diskette. The index sensor on the drive identifies the beginning of the track, and timing establishes the general location of each sector and of the data in the sector.

The diskette's magnetic information is read by the read/write head at the end of the arm that makes contact with the diskette. Electronics will amplify signals read by the head and produce a stream of binary data from the drive; similar electronics take the binary data written to the drive and send them to the head, which creates magnetic fields that are recorded onto the diskette.

Additional electronics manage the motors and sensors, and communicate with the computer's disk controller as suggested by figure 4. The stepper motor logic is commanded to move the head by steps, forward or back. A track 0 sensor at the outer most head position signals the arrival of the head at track 0. Most drives hold the read/write head away from the diskette. A "head load" command operates a head load relay to drop the head down onto the magnetic surface. A write protect sensor reads a defined edge of the diskette jacket to see if the diskette has a "write protect" notch. (Curiously, on 8" disks the notch must be closed to write, on 5" disks the notch must be open to write!). Drive select logic examines the four drive select (address) signals from the computer, and compares them to the drive's address jumpers. If the comparison matches, and the diskette is inserted and up to speed, it enables the rest of the drive's logic including the drive ready signal. The read/write electronics are driven by the read and write signals from the controller chip, usually through some additional hardware, to adjust the timing of the data. The write gate signal from the controller switches the drives read/write electronics from read to write for the duration of the disk write.

The controller chip

The earliest diskette controllers were dedicated microprocessors with specialized programs, or a handful of digital logic chips. For most computer systems (except Macintosh!), the floppy controller primarily consists of a floppy disk controller chip. These chips provide a generic microprocessor interface that, to the microcomputer, make the floppy disk drive appear to be controlled by a number of registers (dedicated data locations) in address space. They also provide a control interface to the diskette drive which is consistent with its standard control signals; and read/write electronics that read or write data. Finally, the controller runs its own "program" to support the track and sector format of the data on the floppy disk, details that are normally invisible even to the programmer!

What does the programmer normally see? The disk controller registers, which are:

- Status (read) and Command (write) register;
- the Track register;
- the Sector register;
- the Data register;
- the Drive Select "register" (not a part of the controller chip).

The track and sector registers represent the value of the track and sector to be read from or written to. The command register receives the command from the microprocessor to read, write, seek a track, or to format a track. The status register tells the microprocessor the results of a command. The data register is where data contained in the sectors is read from or written to. The Drive Select register is usually implemented as additional electronics in the controller. This register controls the Drive Select lines and often controls other signals including drive type (8" or 5") and density (single or double).

Diskette operations, particularly reads and writes, are among the fastest I/O operations of your computer. Yet they are dependent on placing a particular portion of the diskette under the read/write head, an operation that may take a relatively long period of time to occur. So, the disk controller chip must have the ability to make the processor act when the diskette is ready. One way to force an action is by interrupt. The BIOS software performs operations to prepare for a disk read or write, executes the read or write command, and then the software enters and remains in a "do nothing" bit of code. When the disk controller chip sees that the diskette is ready, it sends a hardware interrupt signal which forces the processor to jump to an interrupt handler piece of code to perform the actual reading or writing of each byte. Interrupts end when the reading or writing is completed.

Another way to control the processor is by forcing it to wait. The BIOS software performs all its operations to prepare for a read or a write. Then the read or write command to the disk controller chip to send a hardware wait signal to the processor. The microprocessor then performs no operations at all until the disk is ready for a byte of data. Only then is the processor released from its wait state and it continues to execute the BIOS code to read or write the byte of data.
Wait states end when the reading or writing is completed.

In either case, the controller chip manages these waits or interrupts. If the disk is “never” ready, the controller chip is programmed to time out after a set period of time and to set error flags (bits) in the status register. The status register must be read at the end of the read or write routine to verify the successful completion of the read or write or to determine the type of error.

**Diskette formats and the controller chip**

What is going on when you format a diskette? More to the point, what information is written on the diskette at the track and sector level? The good news is that, for the most part, the floppy disk controller chip handles most of this; the “bad” news is that you have to know about this if you write a format program! If you are confused about something called “logical” sectors versus “physical” sectors, the following offers an explanation.

A diskette track contains more than a collection of sectors with (your) data. Before and after each sector is a header and a trailer, respectively. The header has a fixed format of several bytes, except for a byte that is the physical sector number. The trailer has a similar format, except for a checksum byte. A checksum is a consistent way of adding up the data in the sector to create a unique byte value; on read, this provides a confirmation to the controller chip of the data if it adds up to a value matching the checksum. On write, the chip generates a checksum after writing the sector data. The rest of the header and trailer provides time and diskette space for the controller chip to prepare or complete the read or write of the sector.

You’ll remember that sectors are stored on the track one after another. You might presume that sectors can simply be read off, one after another as well. However, if you have a slow microprocessor, by the time the first sector is read and processed, the second sector may have gone by and the processor would have to wait until the next diskette revolution to read it. A more efficient solution is to “stagger” the sectors such that the next “logical” sector is actually some number of “physical” sectors away. For our standard 8” diskette, the distance is 6 sectors and so sector numbers are counted off by sixes (skipping 5) around the track. The first physical sector is also logical sector 1; the 6th physical sector is logical sector 2, the 12th is 3, and so on as illustrated. Look in the BIOS code for software details.

When a sector read or write is requested, it is the controller chip that reads these physical sector numbers, waiting for the “right” sector (by number) to appear before starting its data read or write. In a similar fashion, the track has a header and trailer, with the header containing a track number which is read and verified by the controller chip. (By the way, there is no “logical vs. physical” track complications on floppy’s; however there are on hard drives, allowing spare tracks to logically replace bad physical tracks!).

**The drive in action**

In the following action descriptions, I’ll refer to the *disk drive*, the (floppy diskette) controller chip, the rest of the *controller*, and the *microprocessor* which is running the BIOS software. I’ll also refer to the disk drive interface signals and registers by name. Use the previous illustrations to guide your reading, and try to follow along.

A drive is selected by address (and possibly by size and density), and appropriate data is sent to the Drive Select register. The drive address is sent to all drives, and the Drive Ready line of the addressed drive must become active if the drive is available. Before the first read from or write to a diskette, the drive should be “homed” so that the drive’s track number and the track number register are identical. A home command or “seek to track 0” is sent to the diskette controller chip. The chip then sets the disk drive’s Direction line to “back” and pulses its Step line (which moves the head one step at a time) until the Track 00 signal from the drive is active.

If the Track 00 signal “never” appears, the controller chip eventually “times out” and sets error bits in the Status register indicating the Home or Seek operation failed.

To read a sector, the BIOS typically expects this order of operations:

- Select drive;
- Select track;
- Select sector;
- Read a sector.

“Select drive” may require a drive change. As the controller chip knows about only one drive at a time, information about the current drive must be stored, and information about the selected drive must be restored. This information certainly includes the track number; it may also include the type and density of the drive, and also may support one of a number of diskette formats.

“Select track” may require a step to a new track, if the current track is different. The controller chip is sent the new track number, and then a “seek track” command. The controller is then “busy”, setting the Direction line and sending Step pulses until the track is reached or until a timeout occurs. The Status register is then read by the microprocessor to determine the result of the operation.

“Select sector” requires a sector value to be sent to the controller chip’s Sector register. However, many BIOS’s have a sector translation table. Why? Well, our earlier discussion suggested that logical sectors may be numbered differently from the physical sequence of sectors on the diskette, to allow time between sectors before the next “logical” numbered sector. While this can be done on the physical diskette, it can also be done by a conversion table in software. For a 26-sector diskette with a physical offset of 1 (i.e. all sectors in physical order) you can create a table to support a logical offset of, say, 6, as follows:

1, 7, 13, 19, 25, 5, 11, 17, 23, 3,...

and you simply add the logical sector number to the table’s address and read...
the byte at that location to get the translated physical sector number.

Finally, after the correct disk drive is on the correct track (reading the track headers) and the sector number is loaded into the controller chip, a read or write command is sent to the controller chip. The chip verifies the track number, waits for the correct sector (in the sector headers) to come along, and then tells the rest of the controller (or microprocessor) to either receive (read) or provide (write) data until the sector is completed. The controller compares its accumulated checksum value with the read data’s checksum in the trailer (or creates one and writes it out). The status register is set by the chip, and finally the microprocessor is told the operation is complete and the BIOS can read the status register to verify the operation.

If an error occurred, most BIOS’s will retry: the read or write will be reissued a number of times. If a “wrong track” error occurred, the BIOS should try another “seek” operation; if that fails, a “home” operation is often tried as well. All error conditions are usually reported to the user if they persist; most errors are occasional and the user does not see them. Some utility programs can use these errors to “mark” a bad sector.

References

Any hardware manual on floppy disk controller chips would be very helpful. Any CP/M BIOS configuration book would be helpful, too. A hardware manual on disk drives would be useful. Check your local library, public or college; or ask a electronics tech or engineer that fools around with disk drives for a look through his or her library.

Bookstores are generally only good for software books these days. Find a large bookstore in your area and browse: my recommendation of a particular book won’t help you if you can’t find it. Look for “hardware secrets” or chapters (not sections) on “disk drives”.

Local libraries are usually good for older books on computers, which tend to have more of these technical details than current books. Check the electronics section and the computer section: they may be separate. Also, look for 1970’s issues of Byte, Dr. Dobbs Journal, or other computer or electronic magazines. If available, these are good sources.

Figure 3 and 4
DISC CARTRIDGE AND DISC CONFIGURATION

Figure 1

IBM TRACK FORMAT (SEE IBM OEMI MANUAL GA21-9190-2)

Figure 2

CODE FRAGMENT ON NEXT PAGE.
Supporting code fragments

code fragments as derived from a Tarbell SSDD BIOS and from SD SYSTEMS BIOS,
to illustrate diskette controller operations. This code is close to working code, but may
not be completely free of unnecessary data.

For reference to people not familiar with 8080 processors:

- INIT registers are A, B, H, L, D, and E. M is equivalent to (HL).
- MOV A, B moves a value from the B register into the A, the accumulator.
- STA HELLO moves the A register into location HELLO.
- LDI H, D moves 0000 (word) into the HL register pair.
- MVI H, D moves 00 (byte) into the HL register pair.
- BLD H, D moves 0000 into the BC register pair.
- ADD D adds the contents of DE to HL.

This controller chip uses WAIT STATES to delay the processor. A read from
or a write to the DATA register produces waits states unless NOWAIT is previously
said. YESWAIT enables wait states. The controller chips registers are:

TRK ?? ?? track
SECR ?? ?? sector
STAT ?? ?? status
CMD ?? ?? command register, same address as STATUS
DATA ?? ?? data input register
BYTES ?? ?? one sector's worth

FIXED DATA TABLES FOR TWO DRIVE SYSTEM

DPBASE DW TRANS,000H FOR DISK 0
DW 0000,0000
DW DHR6, DHR7
DW CHK00, ALL0
DW TRANS,0000 FOR DISK 1
DW 0000,0000
DW DHR2, DHR3
DW CHK01, ALL1

the logical to physical translation table

TRANS DB 1, 13, 19, 25, 5, 11, 17 ;SECTOR TRANSLATE
DB 23, 29, 15, 21, 2, 14 ;sector offset of 6
DB 20, 26, 12, 11, 24, 4
DB 10, 16, 22

MOVE DISK TO TRACK ZERO

HOMA A ;TRACK ZERO
STA TRK ;UPDATE OLD WITH NEW
mov a, A ;home command
out cmd ;send command to controller
call busy ;wait for controller ctrl status not busy
xra a ;and do a seek to verify
CALL SEEK ;RETURN

SELECT DISK DRIVE NUMBER ACCORDING TO REGISTER C.

set up seek now do physical seek later at read or write time

SELDSK LHI D, H ;if error, return HL=0
MOV A, C ;GET NEW DISK NUMBER.
CP 2 ;is it > or = 2?
RNC ;ONLY HAVE TWO DRIVES
STA DISKNO ;SAVE DISK NUMBER
MOV LA, B ;DISK NUMBER IN L, 0 IN H
DAD H ;HL=2
DAD H ;+4
DAD H ;+8
DAD H ;+16 (16 is length of block)
LXI D, DPBASE ;get table address
DAD D ;add DE
;address of correct base table returned in HL

SET TRACK NUMBER TO VALUE IN REGISTER C.

ALSO PERFORM MOVE TO THE CORRECT TRACK (SEEK)

SETTRK MOV A, C ;GET NEW TRACK NUMBER.
STA TRK ;UPDATE OLD WITH NEW
CALL SEEK ;MOVE TO NEW TRACK
RET

SET DISK SECTOR NUMBER do sector locate at read/write time.

SETSEC MOV A, C ;GET SECTOR NUMBER
STA SEC ;PUT AT SEC # ADDRESS
RET ;RETURN FROM SETSEC

SECTOR TRANSLATE DE has the address of the translation table. (This is the first
word of the DPBASE table. TRANS = BC has the sector number to be translated.
return HL with the new sector number.

SETTRAN XCHG swap HL and DE
DAD B ;HL=H+BC, point to new sector number
MOV LM ;read the new number from TRANS into HL
MV H, C ;clear H
RET

MOVE THE HEAD TO THE TRACK IN REGISTER A.

as a write to the data register is involved, wait on read/write must be disabled temporarily

SEEK PUSH B ;same registers on stack
PUSH PSW ;processor status word
CALL SELDSK ;do physical drive select
POP H ;restore registers
POP PSW
MOV B, A ;SAVE DESTINATION TRACK.
MVI A, TRK ;GET RETRY COUNT
IN TRK ;READ PRESENT TRACK NO.
CMP B ;SAME AS NEW TRACK NO ?
JNZ NOTHR ;JUMP IF NOT THERE

THERE POP B ;restore B.
JMP S

NOTHR call nowait ;disable wait on controller
call busy ;wait for not busy on controller
MOV A, H ;RESTORE track from B
OUT DATA ;TRACK TO DATA REGISTER
VERIFY ON LAST TRACK ;SEEK command, SET for 10 MS STEP
OUT CMD ;ISSUE SEEK COMMAND
call busy ;test not busy on controller
call retrywait ;enable wait
IN STATUS ;READ STATUS
ANI 5H ;LOOK AT BITS
JZ THERE ;OF ZERO
LDA ERNT ;GET ERROR COUNT
DCR A ;DECIMATE
JNZ SRETRY ;RETRY SEEK
JNZ b2 ;/!
POP B ;RESTORE B
LXI H, SMS ;PRINT "SEEK"
IN STATUS ;READ DISK STATUS
ANI 9H ;LOOK AT ERROR BITS.
MOV A, D ;PUT IN REG A
JMP ERRMS ;DO COMMON ERR MESSAGES.

READ THE SECTOR AT SECT, FROM THE PREVIOUS TRACK.

READ into memory at ADDRESS DMAADD.
READ CALL SELDSK ;do physical drive select
read2 MVI A, HCNT ;GET RETRY COUNT
RETTRY STA ERNT ;STORE for countdown
LHI D, DMAADD ;GET STARTING ADR in HL
MVI A, 000H ;send controller interrupt command
OUT CMD ;to get data in status register
XTHL ;SOME DELAY required by chip
XTHL
IN STATUS ;READ chip STATUS.
ANI 2H ;LOOK AT head load bit
LDA SEC ;GET SECTOR NUMBER.
READ1 OUT SECT ;write sector number to chip
MVI A, 100H ;READ COMMAND WITH HEAD LOAD
JZ READ ;if zero, HEAD NOT LOADED.
readf MVI A, RCDMD ;else use command W/HD LD.
READ OUT CMD ;SEND COMMAND TO controller chip
push b ;save B
mov B, 0080H ;counter to read 128 bytes (one sector)
DX ;disable interrupts during read
RLOOP IN DATA ;READ A DATA BYTE FROM DISK, force wait
;controller forces processor to wait until byte is available
MOV A, M ;PUT BYTE INTO MEMORY
IRX H ;INCREMENT MEMORY POINTER
DCR B ;decrement counter
JNZ RPOOL ;KEEP READING
push b ;restore B
EI ;enable interrupts
RDOONE IN STATUS ;READ DISK STATUS.
ANI 1CH ;LOOK AT ERROR BITS except busyn
RZ ;RETURN if NO ERROR
CHECK CALL ERCHK ;CHECK FOR SEEK ERROR
LDA ERNT ;GET ERROR COUNT
DCR A ;DECIMATE COUNT
JNZ SRETRY ;TRY TO READ AGAIN
LXI H, RMSG ;PRINT "READ"
JMP ERRMS

PHYSICALLY SELECT DISK FOR READ/WRITE/HOME OR SEEK
SELDSK LDA DISKNO ;GET requested Disk number
MOV A, C ;compare to DISK CURRENTLY SELECTED
CMP M ;if same already there so return
MOV A, M ;else GET OLD DISK NUMBER
PUSH D ;save DE registers
MOV E, A ;PUT OLD DISK NO. IN D/E.
MVI D, 0 ;
LXI H, TRTAB ;GET ADDRESS OF TRACK TABLE.
DAD D ;ADD DISK NO. TO ADDRESS to get old table
IN TRACK ;READ 1771 TRACK REGISTER
MOV M, A ;PUT old disk NUMBER
MOV A, C ;GET NEW DISK NUMBER
MOV E, A ;PUT NEW DISK NO. IN D/E.
LXI H, TRTAB ;GET ADDRESS OF NEW TRACK TABLE
DAD D ;ADD DISK NO. TO ADDRESS
MOV M, A ;GET NEW TRACK NUMBER
OUT TRACK ;PUT into 1771 TRACK REG
MOV A, C ;UPDATE OLD DISK NUMBER
STA DISKNO
MVI C, DROVE
ORA A ;drive?
JZ DSXK1 ;if not, drive 1
MVI C, DRV1
DSXK ;IN SELECT.
AND #0F0H ;mask off drive #
ORI C ;new drive
OUT SELECT ;SET THE LATCH to select the drive
XRA A ;SET A
POP D ;restore DE
RET ;RETURN FROM SELDSK
END CODE FRAGMENT
Platform-independent languages: Calling conventions

Rather than cover the topics I promised last time, I have a burning desire to present technical nuts-and-bolts issues that could affect your choice of a platform-independent language.

The first issue is calling convention. You'll recall that the first-generation language was plain assembly with branches, and the second-generation language was assembly with subroutines. When you call a subroutine, there are three basic issues: how do you pass control to the subroutine and get it back, how to pass parameters to the subroutine, and how do you get parameters back. A combination of choices, one from each group, is what we call "calling convention." Normally the control flow is determined by the design of the processor hardware, but the latter two cases offer virtually limitless possibilities.

The calling convention is really independent of the language. Any language could use any calling convention. In fact, some compilers or interpreters have options, keywords or "pragmas" to allow other calling conventions to be used for particular calls. Nevertheless, in each language there is a "standard" calling convention.

In Forth, there are assumed to be two stacks, a control stack and a data stack. Calls and returns are placed on the control stack in the manner determined by the hardware. Data being passed is pushed onto the data stack in the order passed; the subroutine removes the data it needs from the stack, a process referred to as "unjunking the stack". Data returned by the subroutine is pushed onto the data stack in the order of return.

In Pascal, the control stack and the data stack may be the same. When calling a subroutine (function or procedure), data is pushed onto the stack in the order passed; the called subroutine does the "unjunking". Data being returned, if any, is returned in a CPU register. Since the register can only contain a single value, or "scalar", only one value can be returned.

Why this limitation? For two reasons. First, so the programmer can have the 'luxury' of carelessly ignoring the return value without any code being generated; second, because Pascal was originally a simple teaching language designed by Wirth and not intended for any practical use.

In C, the standard calling convention is even stranger. There is assumed to be only one stack. Parameters being passed to a function are pushed in reverse order of call, last parameter first, and the caller is required to unstack the data. Data being returned is placed in a register, as in Pascal.

The reason for the reverse order and caller unjunking is to allow a variable number of parameters to be passed. You see, if the parameters were pushed in the order passed, we couldn't easily find the first parameter passed without knowing how many parameters were passed. Also, the subroutine can't be expected to unstack the stack if he doesn't know how many parameters the caller pushed.

Nearly every implementation of the languages I've mentioned use the calling conventions described. In other languages, such as Fortran and PL/I, implementers seem to have been allowed more freedom to choose a scheme they like. But what I'd like to point out is the fact that, even though the calling convention really is not determined by the syntax of the language per se, it has a "princess and the pea" influence on the implementation of the language: unseen, but painfully felt.

Historically, C's variable-arguments feature has been far more costly than anyone could have anticipated. But now that it's been "engraved in stone" by the ANSI and ISO committees, C, as a language, is stuck with it. Ironically, after the thousands, perhaps millions, of hours spent figuring out a standardized way it could be made to work, the syntax they developed is so cumbersome that almost nobody goes to the trouble.

Forth enthusiasts can point out that their language has the most powerful and convenient calling convention. Interestingly, Digital Research's PL/I offered for the 8080 and the 8086 but now, unfortunately, off the market, used a stack-in, stack-out calling convention. Even strings were passed on the stack.

DR's PL/I-80 also beat every other CP/M compiler on the market in another area: code quality. But what do we mean by that?

Code Quality

In general, by "code quality" we mean, in a comparative sense, that code generated for a given statement is smaller
and/or faster. The easiest way to explain this is with an example.

Consider the C statement: 

\[ i = qqq [ x ] \]

where all of the variables are stack-frame variables (that is, local variables implemented in stack memory, with the stack pointer moved down to make room). The code for the NS32 generated by Small-C looks like this:

- `ADDR 0(SP),R1` \( \rightarrow R1 \) points to \( i \)
- `ADDR 4(SP),R2` \( \rightarrow R2 \) points to \( qqq \)
- `MOVD 18(SP),R0` \( \rightarrow \) Get \( x \) in \( R0 \)
- `ADD R2,R0` \( \rightarrow \) index into \( qqq \)
- `MOVXBD 0(R0),0(R1)` \( \rightarrow \) Move the \( qqq \) value to \( i \)

But Phil Prendeville’s C compiler generates much better code:

- `add -100(fp),R0` \( \rightarrow \) Point to \( qqq \) with \( R0 \)
- `add 8(fp),R0` \( \rightarrow \) Add \( x \) to \( R0 \)
- `movkx 0(R0),-16(fp)` \( \rightarrow \) Move the \( qqq[x] \) value to \( i \).

The GCC compiler generates very similar code. Note that the Small-C compiler generates code for very small operations. Really, the problem is that Small-C normally operates on an 8080 CPU model. Let’s see the 8080 code Small-C generates for the same statement:

- `lw` \( h,0 \)` \( \rightarrow \) Offset of \( i \)
- `dad` \( sp \)` \( \rightarrow \) Add to stack pointer
- `push h` \( \rightarrow \) Push \( HL \) (points to \( i \))
- `lw` \( h,4 \)` \( \rightarrow \) Offset of \( qqq \)
- `dad` \( sp \)` \( \rightarrow \) Add to stack pointer
- `push h` \( \rightarrow \) Push \( HL \) (points to \( qqq \))
- `lw` \( h,18 \)` \( \rightarrow \) Offset of \( x \)
- `dad` \( sp \)` \( \rightarrow \) Add to stack pointer
- `call ?gint` \( \rightarrow \) Load \( HL \) from memory pointed to by \( HL \)
- `pop d` \( \rightarrow \) Pop address of \( qqq \)
- `intoDE` \( \rightarrow \)
- `dad` \( d \)` \( \rightarrow \) Index into \( qqq \) with \( HL \)
- `call ?gchar` \( \rightarrow \) Get the byte pointed to by \( HL \)
- `pop d` \( \rightarrow \) Restore address of \( i \) into \( DE \)
- `call ?定律` \( \rightarrow \) Store \( HL \) at memory pointed to by \( DE \).

Would an assembly programmer have written anything like that? I doubt it. Of course, the 8080 doesn’t have very good instructions for performing stack-frame variable work. The only reason for using stack-frame variables is to allow recursion; better performance can be obtained from the 8080 by using static variables for most temporary variables. By the way, the Z880 (aka Z800) has some new indexing instructions which would allow better code to be generated.

Looking at the 8080 code, one can understand why many assembly coders would view the use of any compiler with revulsion. This is why I presented the NS32 examples. Let’s face it - the Z80, with all those registers and bit-manipulation instructions, was designed for assembly language. Most newer processors have added instructions which allow compilers to generate better code. Still, no machine will ever generate better code than a smart human assembly coder.

When discussing code quality, Forth requires special criteria. While the threaded code is extremely small, it is slow because every single instruction word involves at least two jumps and, in some cases, a call and a return. In most cases, the processor bandwidth loss is over fifty percent. Some Forth packages allow “inline” coding in which the interpreter overhead is reduced.

Should we be overly concerned about code quality? Only when it makes a difference - when memory is tight, or when speed is critical. In a dedicated processor that checks the temperature in a hot water heater once every five minutes, these considerations wouldn’t apply. Small-C’s syntax limitations are usually more of a problem than its code quality. It does an acceptable job, but if you have a better compiler, use it.

These, then, are the technical issues to keep in mind when comparing two different languages. Unlike the syntax issues, in which the “prettiest”, most readable language always wins, the technical issues can be hard to see - but they are usually quite easy to quantify.

A novel approach to platform independence which didn’t catch on was UAL. “Universal Assembly Language”, in which assembly macros are used for all operations. This approach was used successfully in the original implementation of the SNOBOL interpreter. The problem of every assembler having different macro syntaxes, or no macro support at all, could be overcome by writing a separate macro processor using, say, the macro syntax of the M80 assembler (in my opinion, the best assembler ever written for any processor).

Modularity

For all the breath that’s been wasted in shouting about Object Orientation, the real thrust of OO was always modularity: reusable packages of code. Funny, but I thought that’s what Structured Programming was supposed to do for us. The real problem is not expressible in a syntax for a programming language, anyway - because the real problem is that the environment in which the programs run does not support modularity.

Take, for example, the PC environment - a worst case. We have four types of object code modules. First, there are device drivers, “SYS” files. Next, there are “absolute” programs, or “COM” files. Third, there are “executable” or “EXE” files. Lastly, there are modular object files, or “OBJ” files. Only the last of these corresponds on a one-to-one basis with a software module - and it is the only one which is not directly executable! Only a hard-bound “clump” of modules can be run.

How stupid, you might say. But this is true of all the common programming platforms that exist! True, AmigaOS, Windows, OS/2, and some types of Unix do support dynamic linking, which does allow modules to be separately compiled and dynamically linked. But in each case there are substantial problems which prevent truly modular design from being done. Also, there’s Forth. Forth’s Achilles Heel is its linear dictionary, which only allows unloading (“forgetting”) from one end; words in the middle can’t be replaced.

In a truly modular programming environment, modules could be loaded, unloaded or replaced at will or as needed. There would be only one form of object code, whether for devices, program modules, or whatever. Nothing would be “hard-bound”, even within the operating system - everything would be dy-
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TODAY'S SURGERY

Wherein we solve a conundrum, perform a seemingly impossible transplant, and end forever, the cries for “More Power”.

ODDS AND ENDS

In the days since we last met amongst these pages, several TRUTHS have been revealed to me via the magic of “snail mail” and the telephone. In keeping with my oath as a NEOPHYTE SCRIBE, I am honor bound to share them with you, and in fact I would anyway, since it’s all NEAT STUFF.

TRUTH #1

When doing the K-II to K-IV upgrade, if you are nervous about soldering, even after all those hints and reassurances, you could just bend out the appropriate pins on the designated ICs and use those micro-clip test leads that Radio Shack sells to take the place of those soldered jumpers. They are really very solid when clipped on carefully, although, I suppose it would be possible to dislodge one or more if the machine travels very much. The drawback is that the ready-made test leads are really too long, and act as antennas for all the RF flying around inside the case. A better solution would be to buy just the clips themselves and make your own, so that they are as short as possible. A little slack won’t hurt, but a lot will. You install the test clips by pulling up on the top, insert the wire, and push down exposing a tiny wire hook, which you put around the IC leg or connector pin, and which holds on for dear life when you release the pressure.

TRUTH #2

A “eutectic” solder (approximately 63/37) is superior to a 60/40 solder, both from the ease of use and the appearance standpoints. It melts more cleanly, i.e. for all practical purposes there is no “semi-molten” state, and the finished connection is brighter and smoother. An additional feature of eutectic solders is that they usually have small amounts of gold and silver added to prevent them from dissolving trace amounts from the contacts you’re trying to solder.

TRUTH #3

A couple of issues back, I mentioned that a good way to cure “screen jitters” was to implant a “wall wart” to supply power to the video circuit-board. I mentioned a “12v dc, 2 amp” rating. I have been reminded that the video circuit-board really only requires a 12v dc, 1 amp rating. It will probably be a lot easier to find one of these than the 2 amp variety.

These “TRUTHS”, by the way, come to you courtesy of Lee Hart, an HCW, to whom I am indebted, AND who has a product called “Write Hand Man”. It is similar to “Sidekick” (the DOS/OS2 product) and is at present ready for the HEATH/ZENITH platforms, as well as for Kaypros running the original CP/M operating systems. Lee can be reached at 323 West 19th, Holland MI 49423.

AND NOW, IN RING 3

This will probably be one of the most controversial, and down the road a piece, one of the most useful transplants to date. It isn’t difficult or really fussy, but does require care and attention and is, I think, a very good example of “making do” with readily available components. The only critical part of this operation is paying attention to the color codes on the wires of your particular implant.

We are using “crimp-on” connectors for this transplant to simplify things and in the interest of both time and resource procurement. Not everyone has access to complete electronic supply houses, but there is a Radio Shack or auto parts store in almost every town. A “crimp-on” kit usually consists of the crimping tool, an assortment of connectors, and instructions and costs about $ 12.00 (cat # 64-409) at Radio Shack. There are other ways to make the connections, including new connectors, and solder and heat-shrink tubing for the purists and HCWs, but the “crimp-on” connectors are by far the most convenient for us amateurs.

As most Kaypro keepers are aware, the original power supplies were marginal, as far as capacity, and the wave soldering didn’t always “glue” the connector pins to the power supply circuit-board very well. The results have varied from “unreliable boot” to “lunched hard drives” to “smoked” power supplies. The original power supplies were 65 watt versions, made by three different manufacturers, Cal DC, Boschert, and Astec, all good companies. Later supplies were 85 watt versions, mostly made by Astec. none of them had regulated 12v dc, which accounts for the “screen jitters”, and none are currently available. I have found some 100 watt Astec supplies in the local surplus electronics store, which had the same size connector, but the order of pins is different, which means rearranging the original connector and the 12v is still unregulated.
About two years ago, I needed a fan for a Kaypro 10, that had suffered a lightning strike, and being too cheap to buy one at Radio Shack, I dismantled a dead PC-XT power supply just to get at the fan. It turned out that the fan wouldn’t work for my application because it was a 12vdc fan and the Kaypro uses a 120vac fan, but LO and BEHOLD, the actual guts of the power supply turned out to be a single circuit-board. The more I looked at it, the better it looked as a candidate for this kind of transplant. It is shorter than the original Kaypro supply, but a little wider, has a plug-in connection for the dc fan, 2 line connections for ac power, a switch for 110/220v, 2 motherboard power connectors, and 4 (count ’em 4) drive power connectors. It is also rated at a Phenomenal 150 watts !!! The power supply for this project was procured from System Masters in San Francisco $ 14.00 [Phone # (415) 822-3779]. The first one arrived missing one of the drive connectors. When I called to complain, they mentioned an RMA number, but Steven Chang, the Proprietor, called back within a minute and a half to tell me to forget the RMA number, and that another supply was on the way. In fact, it arrived the very next day !!!

PRELIMINARIES

First assemble all the things you think you’ll need. We’re going to start by preparing the power supply and then put that aside while we prepare the patient. Here’s what you’ll need:

TOOLS

Soldering iron (don’t be frightened yet, they’re only wire connections) Solder (see TRUTH # 2) # 2 Phillips screwdriver # 1 Phillips screwdriver 3 inch common screwdriver Diagonal cutters Pliers or very small adjustable wrench Wire stripper or suitable substitute Crimping Tool Electric or Manual Drill 1/8th inch drill bit 2 or 3 inch Masking or Duct tape Volt/Ohm Meter 1 Bath Towel

NECESSARY PARTS

1 PC-XT power supply 8 16ga crimp-on wire connectors (sometimes called “butt splice” connectors)

PREPARING THE IMPLANT

Before we start dismantling the XT power supply, we need to verify the wire color code. The easiest way is use it to power a couple of drives, (the ones in the Kaypro will do, just disconnect the ribbon cable and the drive power connectors and plug in connectors from the XT supply) and then measure the voltages of the variously colored wires. Usually Black is ground, and Red is +5v. Beyond that nothing is certain. (When you look at the Kaypro, all the wires are White, real helpful, right?) The power supply must be loaded (supplying power to something) in order to develop the right voltages.

The common colors are:

BLACK.......V + - (NORMALLY GROUND)
RED............V + - (NORMALLY +5V)
YELLOW........V + - (NORMALLY +12V)
GREEN........V + -
BLUE.............V + -
ORANGE........V + -

Use this as a wor’ heet, write in the voltage values and circle the + or - as appropriate. Write in any other colors that are on your power supply and their voltages. You are likely to find -5v and -12v as well.

1. Disconnect your test rig and proceed with the disassembly of the power supply. (this is the fun part, I guess I never got past the taking clocks apart stage). Remove the screws holding the metal box together, and carefully take the top off. The fan will come with it, but you’ll have to unplug the fan power connector from the circuit-board. Some power supplies won’t have a connector here, so you’ll have to cut the wires midway between the fan and the circuit-board. The on/off switch is usually wired direct to the circuit board, so cut those wires as close to the switch as you can. There is one more switch, that selects the input voltage, 110/220v. Cut the wires to this switch, and then using your VOM (Volt Ohm Meter) determine if is closed or open when 110v is selected (usually closed). Now remove the circuit-board from the bottom of the case.

2. If the voltage selector switch is closed in the 110v position, unsolder one of those wires from the circuit-board, and use the other one as a jumper to permanently select 110v.

If the switch is open in the 110v position just unsolder both wires that led to it.

3. Put the power supply aside now, and we’ll prepare the Kaypro

PREPARING THE PATIENT

1. Using the #2 Phillips screwdriver and a modicum of care remove the 10 screws securing the “hood” and then remove the “hood itself.

2. Disconnect all the connectors from the motherboard, remove the screws on either side of the parallel connector using a #1 Phillips screwdriver, and on either side of the DB-25 connector(s) using a small (tiny) wrench or very very carefully with a pair of pliers. Remove the 2 #2 Phillips screws on the back of the case and the 2 holding the motherboard to the long standoff insulators, and remove the motherboard.

3. Disconnect and remove the existing power supply, saving the screws (8) and standoff insulators (4).

4. Remove the carrying handle.

5. Fold a bath towel in quarters, put on the work surface and put the Kaypro face (screen) down on it.

6. Position the “new” power supply on top of the back, approximately over the place where the original was, with the heat sink (the big aluminum bar) toward what would normally be the top of the Kaypro. Looking at the Kaypro from the back, line up the top left holes of the new power supply and the case. Square up the new power supply so that the top
edge of the circuit-board is parallel to the top of the case, and mark the other three holes.

7. Set the new power supply aside again, using the duct/masking tape made "tents" under (on the inside of the case) the places where the new holes will be to trap any metal shavings or splinters, and using the 1/8th inch drill, drill new holes.

8. Carefully debur the outside of the holes, squash the "tents" to pick up anything in them, remove the "tents", and set the case back down on its feet.

9. Reinstall the standoff insulators in the new holes, and reinstall the carrying handle.

We're now going to trace all the power wires that DON'T GO TO DRIVES, identify them as to voltage and polarity, and cut them within an inch of the original power connector, so that we can reuse them with the new power supply. This is the time to be extra careful, we're going to hook these wires up to the new power supply, based on your identification of them.

10. Trace the 2 wires from video circuit-board connector back to the original power supply connector, and by matching the connector and the pins on the power supply, identify the +12v and ground connections, and tag them with a piece of masking tape appropriately marked. Now cut them about 1 inch from the long power supply connector.

11. Trace the wires from the motherboard connector back to the long power supply connector, identify and label these before cutting. The motherboard is marked as well, so the ends should be the same.

12. Trace the wires from the front panel LED, identify, label & cut.

13. The only wires left connected to the original power supply connector should be those that go to the power switch and those get the same treatment, identify, label and cut. In addition, they should be removed from the switch, by just pulling the spade connectors off the blades on the switch.

GET THE SHOTGUN PA, IT'S TIME FOR A WEDDING

Now that both the patient and the implant are ready, it's time for the main event.

1. Identify the two "motherboard" connectors on the cables attached to the "new" power supply, and cut them off as close to the connectors as you can.

NOTE
From this point on, when the word "connect" is used, it includes stripping about 1/4" of insulation from the wires involved, and crimping on a "butt connector" (except where noted) to splice the wires.

2. Find the two wires with the connector that used to carry power to the XT power supply fan, and respecting polarity, connect them to the two wires that go to the video board connector.

3. Find the original "motherboard" power connector and wires, and connect the appropriate wires to the ones that were cut off in step 1, just above. (i.e. the XT power supply motherboard power cables)

4. Find the two wires with the spade connectors, and connect them to the XT power supply wires that used to go to the line power switch, making sure that the combined length is great enough to reach the Kaypro power switch when the XT power supply is mounted in the case.

5. Mount the XT power supply on the standoff insulators, with the heat sink up, and the cables toward the right side of the Kaypro when viewed from the front.

6. Re-connect the small 2 conductor connector, now attached to the video circuit-board connector, to the XT power supply.

7. Re-install the "motherboard", push the spade connectors back onto the blades of the power switch, re-install the motherboard power connector, and carefully re-check all your work.

All that's left is to turn on the power and test your implant.

FINAL OBSERVATIONS

There is plenty of room for improvisation in this project. The PC-XT power supply is not the only one that can be used, there is now a "mini AT" desktop/"micro-tower" power supply that is physically smaller, that could be used equally as well. I chose the PC-XT variety because it was significantly less expensive. I have seen "double-stick" foam tape used to mount circuit-boards effectively, and while I wouldn't recommend it for a power supply in a portable (fuggable) machine, the internal modem in my own machine is mounted to the motherboard shield that way. If you anticipate traveling internationally with your machine, you could retain the 110v/220v switch by mounting it with a couple of appropriately sized washers, in one of the ventilation slots on the back panel.

One Caveat

If you decide to use a power supply other than a PC-XT compatible, there may be one or more small daughter boards inside the case. These are usually for electro-magnetic radiation control, and you'll have to figure out where and how to mount them.

PREVIEWS

I'd like to be able to tell you what we're going to do next issue, but I really don't know. If you have any requests, just drop me a line or tell Bill.

To contact Mr. Kaypro, check out Chuck's ad on the inside back cover.
THEORY OF OPERATION

8.1 General

The 820 family is a table top microcomputer composed of the following assemblies:

820 IP Processor
1. D.C. Power Supply
2. Processor (CPU) PWA
3. CRT Assembly
4. Keyboard Assembly

820 IP = SA600 (5.25" Single Sided Floppy Drive)
820 IP = SA800 (8" Single Sided Floppy Drive)
820 IP = SA450 (5.25" Dual Sided Floppy Drive)
820 IP = SA850 (8" Dual Sided Floppy Drive)

820-II Processor
1. D.C. Power Supply
2. Processor (CPU) PWA
3. Floppy Disk Daughter PWA or
   Fixed Disk Daughter PWA
4. CRT Assembly
5. Keyboard Assembly

820-II IP = SA400 (5.25" S.S. Dual Density Floppy Drive)
820-II IP = SA800 (8" S.S. Dual Density Floppy Drive)
820-II IP = SA450 (5.25" D.S. Dual Density Drive)
820-II IP = SA850 (8" D.S. Dual Density Floppy Drive)
820-II IP = SA1000 (10 MB Fixed Drive)

8.2 D.C. Power Supply

The D. C. Power Supply converts the AC supply input to three DC voltages required by the system. These voltages are +5V, +12 and -12VDC. Each voltage has short circuit protection by electronic current limiting. When any of the outputs are overloaded the entire Power Supply will shut down. The +5VDC is provided with overvoltage protection.

8.3 Processor (CPU) PWA

The processor (CPU) PWA provides the master control for the system. The Microprocessor is the central processing unit. It executes programs (software) that are stored in the 64K Ram and the 2K ROM (820), 6K ROM (820-II). The 820 IP incorporates a 290 Microprocessor whereas the 820-II IP incorporates a 280A. Added features of the 820-II IP processor are:

A. 4 MHz Clock
B. 2-RS232 Ports (one dedicated to serial printer)
C. 820 System Bus Access
D. Audible Alarm
E. Video Highlighting
F. 6K ROM Expansion Capacity
G. 2-Fixed Disc Drive Options:
   SA606 and SA450
   SA1004 and SA850

H. Ethernet Connection (via 872/873 Comm Server)
I. 2-Buffered 8 Bit Parallel ports
J. Display Graphics

The CPU is supported by five intelligent peripheral controllers. These devices handle the tasks of transferring the data to and from the peripheral devices, thus relieving the burden on the CPU.

A. Disc Controller

This device (On the 820-II, it is located on the Daughter PWA for the floppy or the fixed) interprets commands from the CPU and generates appropriate control signals for the drive. It also interprets status signals from the drive and delivers them to the CPU upon request. The second function is to convert parallel data from the Data Bus to serial data suitable for recording on the disc and also the conversion from the serial data read from the disc to parallel data suitable to the CPU. The fixed drive assembly contains a 1401D Controller PWA that in effect tells the system what type of drives are being used (SA800, SA850, or SA1004).

B. CRT Controller

The devices that make up the CRT Controller provide interface for the display and CPU. The CRT Controller will convert data from the system data bus into Horizontal Sync, Vertical Sync and Video signals used by the display. The CRT Controller also handles the task of scrolling characters up the screen.

C. Timer Controller

The timer controller's function is to signal the CPU when a pre-programmed amount of time has elapsed. One of the uses of this timer is the 30 second delay before turning off the 5.25" Disc Drives.

D. Serial Interface Controller

This device handles the conversion of the CPU's parallel data to serial data required for serial printers and data communications equipment (modems), also the conversion of serial data to parallel data suitable for the CPU. The controller also provides status information from the external serial device to the CPU. Modem control commands from the CPU are generated by this controller.
E. Parallel Interface Controller

This device is used as an interface between the CPU and the parallel keyboard. It also generates some control signals used as Disc Drive selects and memory bank selecting.

8.4 DISC DRIVES (5.25")

The left and right disc drives are identical except for the placement of jumpers/resistor networks on the disc drive PWA's. Each of the Floppy Disc Drives contains the following:

1. DC Drive Motor
2. DC Head Stepper Motor
3. Read/Write Head
4. Head Load Solenoid And Load Pad
5. Track - Detector Switch
6. Index Led/Detector
7. Write Protect Switch
8. Control PCB
9. Drive Indicator LED

DC Power is constantly supplied through the disc interface harness from the power supply in the processor. The DC drive motor is turned on when the appropriate control signal is active from the processor PWA. The disc drives receive control signals through the disc signal harness from the Floppy Disc Controller on the processor (CPU) PWA. These control signals select the appropriate disc drive, control the head stepper motor, the head load solenoid and select read or write modes.

The disc drives send the following status information through the disc signal harness to the Floppy Disc Controller on the Processor (CPU) PWA:

1. Ready (Floppy disc loaded and at speed)
2. Index (Index hole sensed)
3. Track 0 (Read/Write Head positioned on Track 0)
4. Write protect (Write protected disc loaded in the drive)

The function of the Disc Drives is to magnetically record (write) data on a floppy disc, and to play back (read) information that had previously been stored on a floppy disc.

8.5 DISC DRIVES (8")

The left and right Disc Drives are identical except for the placement of jumpers on the disc drive PWA.

Each of the Floppy Disc Drives contains the following:

1. AC Drive Motor
2. DC Head Stepper Motor
3. Read/Write Head
4. Head Load Solenoid and Load Pad
5. Track 0 LED/Detector
6. Index LED/Detector
7. Write Protect LED/Detector
8. Control PWA
9. Drive Indicator LED

AC power is constantly supplied through the Disc AC power cord to the drive motors from the AC Power Distribution Panel when the power on switch is on. The disc rotational speed is 360 rpm. The drive pulleys and belts are different sizes for the USN/XC systems (60 Hz) and the RX systems (50 Hz) in order to obtain the 360 rpm speed.

The Internal Supply supplies DC power (+5 VDC, -5 VDC, +24 VDC and GND) through the Disc DC Harness. The DC power is used for the logic circuits and driver/receiver circuits on the PWA's. The Disc Drives receive control signals through the Disc Signal Harness from the Floppy Disc Controller on the Processor CPU PWA. These control signals select the appropriate Disc Drive, control the Head Stepper Motor, the Head Load Solenoid, and select Read or Write modes.

The Disc Drives send the following status information through the Disc Signal Harness to the Floppy Disc Controller.

1. Ready (Floppy disc loaded and at speed)
2. Index (Index hole sensed)
3. Track 0 (Read/Write Head positioned on Track 0)
4. Write Protect (Write protected disc loaded in the drive)

The function of the Disc Drives is to magnetically record (write) data on a floppy disc, and to play back (read) information that had previously been stored on a floppy disc.

8.6 5.25" AND 8" DUAL SIDED

The SA450 and SA850 Disc Drives are also used on the 820 Family. The functions are the same as the SA450 and the SA850 with the exception of a dual sided 5.25" drives to have 80 tracks and the dual sided 8" drives to have 154 tracks. On the 820-II Processor, we have double density capability. This is obtained by the use of MFM (modified frequency modulation) and M2FM (modified, frequency modulation) rather than FM, which is the standard method of encoding data on the diskette. This causes the write oscillator frequency to double. Data transfer rate is also doubled. Thus we now have dual sided, double density which is approximately four times the capacity of a single sided, single density.

8.7 CRT ASSEMBLY

The CRT Assembly contains a complete CRT monitor requiring only DC Power, horizontal and vertical Sync and video inputs.

The CRT has a 12 inch screen with a display capability of 24 lines of 80 characters per line. The Video rate is 13 kHz.

The 820-II has Business Graphics made possible by a 4x4 Pixel Resolution. It has two sets of 128 character sets (I, U.S. FONT, 1 GRAPHIC FONT), plus the capabilities for 2 additional sets. The 820-II also has Character Blinking and Highlighting. The RX units have an INTERNATIONAL FONT.

8.8 KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY

The Keyboard provides the keyswitches that upon activation generate the appropriate ASCII code to the parallel interface controller on the CPU PWA.
Now it has been already one year since I described my 8-bit ECB-bus-based IDE interface here in TCI. The delay in continuing with my description was caused by difficulties with the communication path between me and Bill Kibler. Since then, some questions have come up which were not covered by that article. So here is the missing information, I hope.

**Remembering the Basics**

Let us first have a short look at the drives we want to use. When discussing the different hard disk interfaces in my last article, I already pointed out that IDE drives of the AT-type, thus often called AT-bus drives (Bill Kibler calls them ATA drives, but this abbreviation is not the usual one, at least in Europe), are the ones with the best price/performance ratio one can get. This is even more the case now. So IDE drives still are the very first choice if you are looking for a good and cheap hard disk for your computer.

But what’s special with those drives? I already mentioned that the IDE drive contains the complete hard disk controller. It is accessed with a system-bus interface compatible with the PC/AT (ISA) bus and offers control and data registers still compatible with the very first PC/AT hard disk controller (based on the WD 1010 controller chip). But even if those specifications come from something I don’t like at all, why not use the low-price components for real computing (i.e., with a CPU280)?

Bringing the hard disk controller into the drive electronics offers some advantages. One of the main features is that you don’t have a serial data stream with fixed bit rate between controller and drive. Thus, there’s no need for conditioning the signals for the interface, and you can use any bit rate. As a result, the hard disk performance is limited by the drive technology, not by the interface’s bit rate. This is one reason why today’s drives are so much faster than the older ones. And technologies like Seagate’s ZBR (Zone Bit Recording) are possible with hardware-independent interfaces.

There is another main feature of bringing the controller into the disk drive. Today’s drives have very extensive checks for data security. They store error correction codes (ECC) together with the sector data and automatically correct single-bit errors, so the sector need not be re-read in those cases. Additionally, if a sector is found to be too unreliable, it is internally marked as bad and the data is mapped to a spare sector (usually there is one spare sector per track). All this is absolutely transparent to the user. So you now know the reason why today’s intelligent drives don’t have “defect lists” any more.

Since the PC’s have such bad software (and hardware, too), there is another thing the integrated controller can do: translate virtual addressing information into physical. That means that the IDE drive is able to emulate another drive with different parameters (cylinder count, number of heads, and sectors per track). For the PC this is necessary because many PCs don’t support drives with other than the historical 17 sectors per track, and many do not support free configuration of the drive parameters (only selection from a table is allowed). Also, some PCs mask off some bits of the cylinder number, since the first controller only had a 10-bit cylinder register -- so nearly every IDE drive still supports an emulation mode with less than 1024 cylinders and 17 sectors per track.

**The IDE Interface**

As mentioned above, the IDE interface is almost completely identical with a subset of the PC/AT expansion bus, so the drive can be connected (almost) directly to that. The only things required externally are two select signals (I/O address decoding). This gives us some information about how the interface works. In a PC the drive is accessed directly by the CPU via I/O accesses to registers internal to the drive. The disk data is transferred via the 16-bit data bus, but for compatibility to the older systems (again!) only 8 bits are used for command and status information. Besides the data bus, there are the standard Intel-type data strobe signals (/IORQ and /IOWR), a few address lines, and some special signals. The connector is a 40-pin header, not to be confused with the XT-type IDE interface connector, which is also a 40-pin header but needs somewhat different hardware and totally different software!

The IDE interface allows connection of two drives with one cable. The second drive (slave) is then chained to the first one (master). However, I heard about problems when trying to connect different drives from different manufacturers. And the capacities of today’s drive are so high that a single drive will
always be enough for an 8-bit personal computer system! So, I never tried this option.

To understand the interface in detail, let’s have a closer look at the IDE interface connector and its signals:

| 1  | /RES | 2  | GND |
| 3  | D7   | 4  | D8  |
| 5  | D6   | 6  | D9  |
| 7  | D5   | 8  | D10 |
| 9  | D4   | 10 | D11 |
| 11 | D3   | 12 | D12 |
| 13 | D2   | 14 | D13 |
| 15 | D1   | 16 | D14 |
| 17 | D0   | 18 | D15 |
| 19 | GND  | 20 | No Pin |
| 21 | /IOCHRDY | 22 | GND |
| 23 | /IOWR | 24 | GND |
| 25 | /IORD | 26 | GND |
| 27 | /IOCHRDY | 28 | ALE |
| 29 | No Connection | 30 | GND |
| 31 | IRQ  | 32 | /I016 |
| 33 | A1   | 34 | /PDIAG |
| 35 | A0   | 36 | A2  |
| 37 | /CS0 | 38 | /CS1 |
| 39 | /ACT | 40 | GND |

The signals of the IDE interface can be collected in several groups: The general control signals are /RES (Reset) and /PDIAG (Passed Diagnostics). The data bus consists of 16 data lines (D0..D15). The access control lines are three address lines (A0..A2), the select signals /CS0 and /CS1 (Chip Select 0/1), and the strobe signals /IORD and /IOWR (and eventually ALE, the address strobe). The remaining signals (IOCHRDY, IRQ, /ACT, /I016) are status signals.

Now Let’s Go Into Details.

The reset signal normally is active-low. However, I heard about drives with an active-high reset signal, but I never saw one (or read such specifications). The /PDIAG pin carries a bidirectional signal used for chaining two IDE drives (master/slave). It normally can also be left open.

The data bus carries the 16-bit data words to and from the host. However, when accessing the control and status registers of the IDE drives, only data bits 0 through 7 are used (8-bit transfer). The data bus lines are tri-state lines that may be connected directly to the host’s data bus. However, to meet the host bus specs and to avoid noise problems caused by the interface cable, a bus driver IC should be used to decouple the IDE bus and the host bus.

The drive is accessed using the selection signals /CS0 and /CS1. This also has historical (compatibility) reasons. Together with the three address lines, there could be two-times-eight addresses being occupied by an IDE drive. However, while the main register set really has eight registers and is accessed with /CS0 active, the other set (with /CS1) has only two valid addresses. We will have a deeper look at all the registers later. The data transfer is always strobed by the timing signals /IORD and /IOWR, for reading and writing, respectively. The address strobe (ALE) is often unused in the drive; it should be pulled high for static address lines (non-multiplexed busses).

The status signals are not absolutely needed to use IDE drives. Some of these signals are not commonly delivered at all (for example, /IOCHRDY (I/O Channel Ready), which is a WAIT signal for the host when the drive is much slower than the host processor in terms of interface access times). The /I016 line informs the host of 16-bit transfers. Since we already know that data transfers are always 16-bit and everything else is always 8-bit, this is redundant (however, needed in the PC/ATs for their ISA bus). Line /ACT (Active) is an output which can be used for driving a drive-busy LED. Line IRQ is an interrupt request line that goes active on some internal events (if enabled by software).

Most IDE drives contain some jumpers that allow some options to be selected. This normally includes at least master/slave selection. Sometimes the /ACT signal may also be jumped as an output signalling the presence of a second (slave) drive. The default state of the jumpers normally need not be changed (single drive, no special situation).

All interface lines carry CMOS-TTL-compatible signal levels. However, some signals (IRQ, /PDIAG, /I016, /ACT) are able to drive higher currents. Those details should be looked up in each drive’s specifications (for example, the /ACT output sinks 20 mA on my Conner drive, more than enough for an LED).

Accessing the drive is done with the following sequence of operations: First, the address lines and the chip selects must be set according to the desired register address. After some time (a minimum of 25 ns), /IORD or /IOWR is activated. This causes the data to appear on the data lines (when reading) or to be written to the drive (with the trailing edge of /IOWR, but there are setup and hold times to take care of). After a minimum of 80 ns, the strobe signal has to be removed. There are some more timing requirements, but these are the main ones.

The above timing details might differ from drive to drive. Always keep in mind that the IDE definition follows the PC/AT system expansion bus and that official standards were not specified until two years ago, when the IEEE finally defined some specifications (which many PC manufacturers are not following).

Unfortunately, I found that the drives do not match their own specs in every detail. For example, I found that the address lines of my Conner drive (a CP-3044 with 42 MB) must be kept stable for much more than the specified setup time. In addition, the drive is very sensitive to spike noise on the address lines, even if the noise appears long before an access is initiated. I
spent a great deal of time struggling with such unlucky details (fixing other people’s bugs).

**IDE Interface Registers**

Now that we’ve covered the interface signals and their meaning and usage, let’s look at the registers of the interface. We saw that there are eight addresses being accessed through /CS0 and two addresses through /CS1. The following is a list of all the internal registers of an IDE drive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/CS0</th>
<th>/CS1 A2 A1 A0 Addr.</th>
<th>Read Function</th>
<th>Write Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1F0</td>
<td>Data Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1F1</td>
<td>Error Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1 1F2</td>
<td>Sector Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1 1F3</td>
<td>Sector Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 1 0 1F4</td>
<td>Cylinder Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 1 1 1F5</td>
<td>Cylinder High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1F6</td>
<td>SDH Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1F7</td>
<td>Status Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 1 1 3F5</td>
<td>Alternate Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 1 1 3F7</td>
<td>Drive Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above addresses are those used in the PC/AT. Of course, they are dependent on the decoding of the chip-select signals. The registers accessed via /CS1 might differ depending on the manufacturer of the drive. As far as I know, they don’t always follow the compatibility principle with the first hard disk controller of the PC/AT.

The registers being accessed with /CS0 are also called the “Task File”, so sometimes the IDE is also referenced to as “Task File Interface”.

The error register can only be read. It contains valid information only if the error bit in the status register is set. Only five of the eight bits are used. They have the following meaning:

**Bit 7**: Bad block. This bit is set when the requested sector’s ID contained a bad block mark (can be set when formatting the disk).

**Bit 6**: Uncorrectable data error. Set when the sector data can’t be recreated (even with ECC).

**Bit 4**: Requested sector ID not found (wrong sector number).

**Bit 2**: Command was aborted due to drive status error or invalid command.

**Bit 1**: Track 0 has not been found when recalibrating.

The unused bits are always read as zero. However, I guess it’s best not to rely on that!

The write precompensation register was previously used to set the starting cylinder for write precompensation (a slight shift of the serial data stream pulses to compensate for some magnetic effects on the disk surface). Since IDE drives handle all that internally, this function is not needed any more. Today, this register is often used as a parameter register for enabling or disabling look-ahead reading. We’ll have a deeper look at that when talking about the various commands of IDE drives.

The sector-count register defines the number of sectors to be read or written with the next read/write command. A zero value causes 256 sectors to be processed, so the count varies from 1 to 256. This register is also used during drive initialization to specify the number of sectors per track (remember the emulation capability).

The sector-number register contains the starting sector number for any disk access. After a sector is processed, and after the command is completed, this register is updated. When an error occurs, this register contains the ID number of the erroneous sector. Normally, the sector numbers start with 1 and increase with each sector. However, by reformatting the disk, this order and the values may be changed.

The cylinder-low and cylinder-high registers contain the 10-bit cylinder number to be accessed. Since many drives have more than 1024 cylinders today, the cylinder-high register is often expanded to more than two bits. Like the sector-number register, these registers are updated after command completion and after errors. They are also used during drive initialization as the number-of-cylinders parameter.

The SDH register is a special register serving several functions. SDH is an abbreviation for “Sector size, Drive and Head”. The bits of this register are arranged as follows:

**Bit 7**: Historical: Extension Bit. When zero, CRC data is appended to the sector’s data fields. When set to one, no CRC data is appended. Since today’s drives always use ECC error correction, this bit must always be set (no CRC).

**Bit 6-5**: Sector Size. Since today’s drives always have 512-byte sectors (unchangeable by the user) because PCs are not able to support other sizes, these bits must always be 0-1.

**Bit 4**: Drive. This bit distinguishes between the two connected drives when using the master-slave chain. Single drives are always accessed with the drive bit set to zero.

**Bit 3-0**: Head number. These four bits contain the head number (that is, the disk surface number) for all following accesses. Similar to the cylinder and sector number, these bits are updated by the drive. The head number field is also used for drive initialization to specify the number of heads.

The read-only status register contains eight single-bit flags. It is updated at the completion of each command. If the busy bit is active, no other bits are valid. The index bit is valid independent of the applied command. The bit flags are:

**Bit 7**: Busy flag. When this flag is set, the task file registers
must not be accessed due to internal operations.

Bit 6: Drive ready. This bit is set when the drive is up to speed and ready to accept a command. When there is an error, this bit is not updated until the next read of the status register, so it can be used to determine the cause of the error.

Bit 5: Drive write fault. Similar to “drive ready”, this bit is not updated after an error.

Bit 4: Drive seek complete. This bit is set when the actuator of the drive’s head is on track. This bit also is updated similarly to “drive ready”.

Bit 3: Data request. This bit indicates that the drive is ready for a data transfer.

Bit 2: Corrected data flag. Set when there was a correctable data error and the data has been corrected.

Bit 1: Index. This bit is active once per disk revolution. May be used to determine rotational speed.

Bit 0: Error flag. This bit is set whenever an error occurs. The other bits in the status register and the bits in the error register will then contain further information about the cause of the error.

The command register is used to pass commands to the drive. There are many commands, not always using all parameters in the task file. Command execution begins immediately after the command is written to this register. Since this article is already quite long, I will cover the commands, their parameters, and their usage in another article, probably in the next TCJ issue.

The alternate status register contains the same information as the status register in the task file. The only difference is that reading this register does not imply interrupt acknowledge to reset a pending interrupt (as the main status register does).

The digital output register contains only two valid data bits. Bit 2 is the software reset bit, which causes a drive reset when being set, and bit 1 is the interrupt enable flag.

The drive-address register simply loops back the drive select bit and head select bits of the currently selected drive. This information normally is of no use for the programmer or user.

**Last Words**

Now that we had a look at the IDE interface, we also see the physical limits of this interface definition. With a fully expanded cylinder-head-sector register, we are able to address up to 65536 cylinders, with up to 16 heads and up to 256 sectors per track. This results in a maximum addressable drive capacity of 128 gigabytes. I think this should be enough for microcomputing!! However, even if the PC/AT BIOS limitations are encountered, we could address 1024 cylinders with 16 heads and 64 sectors per tracks, giving 512 megabytes maximum capacity. This is also not bad, at least for small (8-bit) computer systems, where complete application software packages require only about 100 kilobytes of disk space.

Next time I would like to talk about the applicable commands of IDE drives and give examples of how to write software that accesses those drives. Perhaps I will also return to describing my IDE interface board for the 8-bit ECB bus in more detail.

If you have questions or details about which you would like to read more, contact me at the following addresses:

Tilmann Reh
In der Grossenbach 46
D-57072 Siegen, Germany

E-mail: tilmann.reh@hrz.uni-siegen.d400.de

---

**List of Abbreviations:**

| AT   | Advanced Technology       | Class of PC's                        |
| BIOS | Basic I/O System          | Hardware-dependent part of OS        |
| CMOS | Complementary Metal-Oxid-Silicon | Semiconductor technology            |
| CRC  | Cyclic Redundancy Check   | Error detection code, see also ECC   |
| ECB  | ???                        | European standard 8-bit system bus   |
| ECC  | Error Correction Code     | Additional data for security         |
| IDE  | Integrated Drive Electronics | Intelligent hard disk interface     |
| IEEE | Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers | (self-explanatory) |
| I/O  | Input/Output              | PC/AT expansion bus                  |
| ISA  | Industry Standard Architecture | Optoelectronic component            |
| LED  | Light Emitting Diode      | Software which makes computers usable|
| OS   | Operating System          | Synonym for the worst computer architecture |
| PC   | Personal Computer         | Digital component standard (74xx series) |
| TTL  | Transistor-Transistor-Logic | Class of PCs, previous to AT       |
| XT   | eXtended Technology       | Variable Density Recording Method    |
| ZBR  | Zone Bit Recording        |                                       |
A Simple EPROM Programmer for the SCSI Bus, part II.

The SCSI Driver Software

Last time I presented the hardware design for a simple EPROM programmer board for the SCSI bus. This time we'll look at the software drivers required to communicate with the board. Our driver software controls the programmer board through the NCR5380 SCSI controller chip on the host computer board. Figure 1 shows the bit-mapped NCR5380 control registers used by the drivers.

I've written a complete EPROM programmer utility for this board that runs under ZCPR3 on Z80 and Z180/64180 computers. It's available as EPROG10.LBR on your favorite Z-Nodes. Since the source code for the whole program (included in the library) is too long to reproduce here, I've excerpted the SCSI driver code and presented it in commented Z80 assembly language form in Figure 2 so you can follow along as we look at each process.

Selecting the Programmer Board

The programmer board selection process starts by initializing the SCSI controller and setting it to target mode. Remember that all SCSI control and data lines are active low. The Current Bus Status Register is checked to see if the bus is busy (BSY\ asserted.) If the bus is busy, the SCSI controller is cleared and we quit with an error.

If the bus isn't busy, the programmer board ID bit is put on the data bus and SEL\ is asserted. Then we wait to see if the board answers, watching the Current Bus Status Register to see if BSY\ gets asserted. You'll recall from last time that when the board sees BSY\ deasserted and SEL\ asserted, it compares the state of the data bus with its own ID and also makes sure the initiator's ID (7) is deasserted. If it makes the match, it sets its BUSY flip-flop, asserting BSY\.

After BSY\ has been asserted, we respond by deasserting SEL\, removing the ID from the bus and clearing the SCSI controller. Now we're ready to get to work.

Controlling the EPROM Address

The EPROM address is controlled by the outputs of a pair of cascaded binary counters, which have only two control inputs. The first input resets the counter to 0 and the second increments the current count by 1. Each of these inputs is controlled by a decoded combination of SCSI lines C/D\, SGM\, and I/O\ produced by U4. We reset the EPROM address by asserting MSG\ and I/O\ and strobing the REQ\ line to reset the counters. Incrementing the address is a similar process. We assert C/D\ and I/ O\ and strobe REQ\ to clock the counters.

Reading the EPROM

When the bus phase is set to free (all control lines deasserted,) the board is in the read mode and the EPROM byte at the current address is on the data bus. All we have to do is read the byte from the SCSI Current Data Register.

Programming the EPROM

Programming is a little more complicated. We have several programming methods available. In the traditional method, you put the data to be programmed on the EPROM data bus and apply a 50ms negative pulse to the PGM\ pin to charge the EPROM's floating gate beyond a threshold condition. We'll look at this method first and then examine some faster possibilities.

The first step in programming a byte is to check if the byte is OFFh, the erased state of the EPROM, with all bits set to 1. If it is, no programming is necessary and we can go on to the next byte. The next step is to set the write mode by asserting I/O\ and asserting the data bus bit in the Initiator Command Register so that the data bus is prepared to accept data. Now we can put the data byte in the Output Data Register, which places it on the data bus. We then write to the EPROM by asserting the REQ\ strobe line to place the programming pulse on the PGM\ pin, holding the strobe for 50ms, then deasserting it. Now we can deassert the data bus and read back the data byte to see if it was successfully programmed. If the operation was successful, we can go on to the next byte.

Fast Programming

There are several fast programming algorithms. Be sure to consult the spec sheets for the EPROM being programmed to get the details on the recommended fast programming method, programming voltages, the maximum number of programming cycles per byte and the maximum programming pulse width before you determine which fast programming method to use.

The basic fast programming method is to apply the program pulse for 1ms, then read the byte back to verify it. If the verification is unsuccessful, the programming write cycle is repeated. This is done some maximum number of times, often 20 or 25, until the byte can be
verified or the retry count has been exceeded. Once the byte is verified, a final programming pulse is applied whose width is some function of the total programming time required to get verification. One method uses a pulse of the same length as total pulse width required for verification (1 ms x number of 1 ms write cycles). Another method uses a final programming pulse of 3 times as much as the total pulse width required for verification (3 x 1 ms x number of 1 ms write cycles.)

Fast programming algorithms often specify an EPROM Vcc of 6v to make it easier to charge the floating EPROM gate to well over the threshold programming condition. Vcc switch S1 is provided to select between 5v and 6v.

**Deselecting the Programmer Board**

When we’ve finished and are ready to deselect the board, all we have to do is assert I/O, C/D, and MSG, and strobe the REQ line to reset the board’s BUSY flip-flop and deassert BSY. When we see from the Current Bus Staus Register that BSY has been deasserted, we can clear the SCSI controller and we’re done.

**Testing the Board**

EPROG10.LBR also contains SCSITEST.COM, a Z80/Z180 test utility to help you work out any problems you might encounter getting your EPROM programmer board up and running. It allows you to perform each of the driver operations separately and supports simple byte-by-byte programming.

EPROG10.COM and SCSITEST.COM both use a software timing loop with a ZCNFG-configurable time constant to create the programming pulse width. While the timing loop is automatically adjusted for the processor clock speed (as found in the ZCPR3 environment) and the different internal timing of processor types Z80 or Z180/64180, you can use SCSITEST to fine tune the pulse width in real time if you have an oscilloscope. With an empty EPROM socket, you can put an oscilloscope probe on the PGMIT pin, select the time constant function and measure the actual pulse width while SCSITEST provides a train of programming pulses. Pressing the ‘<’ or ‘>’ keys (or their unshifted equivalents) decreases or increases the time constant and displays its current value. When you are satisfied with the measured pulse width, you can exit the program and use ZCNFG to configure EPROG10’s internal time constant to the displayed value.

**Other SCSI Interface Applications...**

Now that we’ve seen how easy it is to produce special-purpose SCSI boards, I hope some of you will be inspired to try your hands at designing useful SCSI boards. How about a simple SCSI 16L8 PAL programmer for us YASBEC users? Or a simple SCSI LAN?

What was that? My original YASBEC EPROM problem? Well, I used the EPROM programmer board and EPROG10 to copy the original YASBEC boot EPROM to a buffer and write it out to a binary file. I used ZP.COM to patch the file to add the few bytes of code needed to double the ZS180 clock speed to a DSEG area of the EPROM code. Then I used EPROG10 again with a fast programming algorithm to program a new (and faster) EPROM. Finally, I installed the new EPROM in my YASBEC, which now comes up very nicely at 18.4 mhz snorting, stomping and pawing the ground! More Power!

---

**Figure 1. NCR5380 Control Registers**

The SCSI EPROM programmer driver software uses the following five NCR5380 control registers to control the programmer board. 'SCSI' is the host computer NCR5380 control port address. All control register port addresses are given as offsets from SCSI. For more information on the NCR5380 registers, see TCJ#26, p12ff.

**Current SCSI Data Register, Output SCSI Data Register (SCSI+0):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB7</td>
<td>DB6</td>
<td>DB5</td>
<td>DB4</td>
<td>DB3</td>
<td>DB2</td>
<td>DB1</td>
<td>DB0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Initiator Command Register (SCSI+1) - Write Useage:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>En</td>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>Assert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mode Register (SCSI+2):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Enable</td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>Check</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Target Command Register (SCSI+3):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>Assert</td>
<td>REG</td>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>C/O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current SCSI Bus Status Register (SCSI+4):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit 7</th>
<th>Bit 6</th>
<th>Bit 5</th>
<th>Bit 4</th>
<th>Bit 3</th>
<th>Bit 2</th>
<th>Bit 1</th>
<th>Bit 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RST</td>
<td>BSY</td>
<td>REQ</td>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>SEL</td>
<td>DBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: Sample SCSI EPPM programmer board SCSI drivers.

- Assembly language
- 320 assembly language
- SELECT - Select EPPM programmer board
- DSELECT - Deselect EPPM programmer board and remove it from the bus
- RDBYTE - Read the EPPM byte at the current address
- WRITEBYTE - Program the EPPM with the byte in A at the current address
- ADDRST - Reset the EPPM address to 0
- ADDRSTP - Stop the EPPM address by 1

**EPPM programmer board equates:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>equ</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scsi</td>
<td>58h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| target | 5 | EPPM programmer board SCSI ID

- Select the EPPM programmer board. Once this routine is called, we must not perform any normal SCSI operations until we call deselect.

**Exit: If error code is O:no error**

1. Check if the SCSI bus is occupied.
2. Target not responding (timeout).
3. If the bus is not free, go to the next step.
4. Bus free.
5. Call the EPPM function.
6. Check the target ID.
7. Call the EPPM function.
8. Wait for BUSY to be asserted.
9. Set target not responding error.
10. Return.

**Bus is now free:**

1. Call the EPPM function.
2. Assert the data bus.
3. Put the target ID on the bus.
4. Call the EPPM function.
5. Assert the SEL.
6. Set the SEL, asserted.
7. Wait for BUSY to be asserted.
8. Try 10 times.
9. Set target not responding error.
10. Return.

**Common SCSI return:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>push a1</td>
<td>Save error code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push 0</td>
<td>Clear data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push 1</td>
<td>Restore error code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>push 2</td>
<td>Set data register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Read byte from the EPPM at the current address:**

- Robbyte: Push BC  | Save registers
- Call dstore  | Set read mode (bus phase to free)
- Id c,scli+1  | SCSI Current Data Register
- In 0  | Get data byte in A
- Pop BC  | Restore registers

**Put the byte in A on the data bus:**

- Bus ready to accept data
- Target ID on bus
- Assert the SCSI command register
- Id c,scli+3  | SCSI Target Command Register
- In 0  | Data bus-deasserted

**Deassert SCSI control lines:**

- Id c,scli+1  | Deassert all control lines
- Out 0  | Target ID on bus
- Id c,scli+1  | Deassert all control lines
- In 0  | Data bus-deasserted

**Deassert data bus:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus free</td>
<td>Set data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus free</td>
<td>Restore error code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus free</td>
<td>Set data register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Common SCSI return:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push BC</td>
<td>Save registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push 1</td>
<td>Clear data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push 2</td>
<td>Restore error code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data byte storage:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byte A</td>
<td>Data byte storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte A</td>
<td>End of software code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program EPPM with the byte in A at the current address:**

- Id a,00000001b  | Assert I/O
- Id c,scli+1  | SCSI Target Command Register
- Out 0  | Write mode set
- Call dstore  | Assert data bus
- Pop AF  | Restore data byte
- Call dout  | Put data byte on bus
- Call strobe  | Initialize programming pulse
- Call wait5ms  | Hold programming pulse for 50ms
- Call dstore  | Terminate programming pulse
- Call dout  | Assert data bus
- Call strobe  | Set bus phase to free
- Call dstore  | Assert data bus
- Pop AF  | Restore flags
- Pop BC  | Restore registers
- Pop HI  |

**Reset EPPM address to 0:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push BC</td>
<td>Save registers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Id a,00000010b  | Assert MSGI and I/O
| Id c,scli+3  | SCSI Target Command Register
- Out 0  | EPPM address reset
- Call strobe  | Assert strobe
- Call dstore  | Deassert strobe
- Pop BC  | Restore registers

**Step current EPPM address by one:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push BC</td>
<td>Save registers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Id a,00000010b  | Assert I/O
| Out 0  | EPPM address stepped
- Call strobe  | Assert strobe
- Call dstore  | Deassert strobe
- Pop BC  | Restore registers

**Subroutines getting data from a port:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Status ID | 0x6f  | Get status
| Status ID | 0x60  | Check BUSY status

**Subroutines sending data out a port:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Assert data bus |  | Assert data bus
| Id a,00000010b  | Assert data bus
| Id c,scli+1  | SCSI Initiator Command Register
- Out 0  | Bus ready to accept data
- Deassert data bus |  | Deassert data bus
| Id a,00000010b  | Deassert all control lines
| Id c,scli+1  | SCSI Initiator Command Register
- Out 0  | Data bus-deasserted

**Put the byte in A on the data bus:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call dstore</td>
<td>Clear data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop AF</td>
<td>Set data register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Deassert the REQI strobe:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Id a,00001000b  | Assert REQI - strobe
| Id c,scli+3  | SCSI Target Command Register
- Out 0  | Strobe asserted
- Deassert SCSI control lines |  | Deassert SCSI control lines
| Id a,00000010b  | MSGI, I/O and I/O
| Id c,scli+1  | Deassert all control lines
- Out 0  | Bus phase set to free

**Data byte storage:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Byte A</td>
<td>Data byte storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte A</td>
<td>End of software code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our ever on going quest for understanding about operating systems, we need to look at many different systems and their solutions. A number of our readers are using systems based on the Motorola 6809 CPU. A number of operating systems exist for these machines.

Back in the 70’s Motorola produced the 6800 series of processors. At that time only the 6800 was available. Later 6801 and through to their power house version the 6809. A number of hardware and later software vendors appeared on the scene to support these machines.

The Hardware

The hardware came in many flavors, but the most popular for some time was the SS50 bus system. These systems are very similar to the concept of S-100 machines. The bus is a 50 vertical pin motherboard with corresponding female sockets on the plug in card. The I/O often is on the attached SS-30 bus.

The original products where made by South West Technical Products and later by GIMIX. The SWTP were the middle of the road in quality and price, while GIMIX was the Cadillac version in all respects. A number of other smaller vendors packaged products from either vendor while adding their own special cards. A few went so far as to make complete systems, and one or two of these vendors still have original stock for sale.

I contacted Jerry Koppel who ran AAA Chicago Computer Center and he indicates a few systems and some boards are still available. He also has some licensed copies of OS-9 still available for sale. His collection of boards ranges from a few assembled units to many unassembled bare boards. He recently moved and as such his stock is still in boxes and so he will need some time to find and check on what is available. Contact him by leaving a message on his phone at (708) 202-0150.

Jerry sold his own system under the Electra name which were a mix of his own cards with the cabinet and some cards from Hazelwood Computers. Mike Smith, the owner of Hazelwood Computers ((314) 236-4372) said he has a few 6809/SS50 boards available, but most would be bare boards. When questioned about selling them, like Jerry he is not really sure about what actual units and quantity is available. He is pretty sure he has 1Meg SS50 bare boards in large number and would sell them for about $10 plus shipping and handling (less than $25.00 for one including manual). Mike has been building systems for 15 years now, but since 1985 he has been producing only 68K based units. Based on Jerry’s comments, Mike makes very high quality systems, both in design and operation.

One place that is also producing 68K boards as well as selling their older 6809 products is Peripheral Technology (404) 973-2156. Fredrick Brown has many 6809 single board units, some with Winchester interfaces. He indicated he still sells one or two units a year of the 6809’s, but mostly his 68K (single board and the PT-68K ) are his current products. Fred sells OS-9 for the 68K units as well as REX (FLEX like with source code available) for his units. The interesting product is his ISA BUS compatible 68K mother board (called PT-68K that fits in standard PC/XT case and uses clone power supply and interface cards.) It was featured in August 1988 issue of Radio-Electronics (Computer Digest section) as a educational system (see SK*DOS products as well). For more details see his ad on the inside front cover.

Digital Research Computers of Garland Texas sold an English made system called “The 6809 Compacta UNIBOARD” which was similar in design to the Big Board Z80 system that produced the Xerox 820 and Kaypro systems. I have no idea if these products ever became successful or are still available. The major seller of single board systems however was the Tandy Computer company who made the Color Computer line of 6809 systems. They stopped selling them about three years ago, but new software and adapters are still being sold. I understand that calling the correct Tandy number will get you parts and software for the old CoCo’s, even today.

All of these products could be bought with either FLEX by TSC or OS-9 from MicroE. Both of which are not supported by their creators. The only operating systems worth getting is SK*DOS. SK*DOS is still being supported and is available for 6809 and 68000 systems.

FLEX

Flex by Technical Systems Consultants, Inc., of Chapel Hill, North Carolina was first on the market. It provided the normal compliment of disk utilities and standard operating system programming interface options. Like any operating system a programmer writes a program using the system interface calls. These calls
are translated into the necessary internal operations and calls to external devices.

In reviewing FLEX documents it appears that most of the I/O options are more fixed and less user variable as was the case with CP/M. In CP/M the BIOS was designed and written by the maker of the system. Each vendor (and their were many vendors of CP/M systems) had their own BIOS and special enhancements as well as disk format. In the 6809 world there appeared to be mostly two vendors for most of the hardware. Those who came after these two, fashioned their work to look like the other two and thus the I/O or BIOS for these systems is more standardized than variable.

The FLEX manual describes the operating system as being composed of three parts, the file management system (FMS), the disk operating system (DOS), and the utility command set (UCS). From the manual "Part of the power of the overall system lies in the fact that the system can be greatly expanded by simply adding additional utility commands." We differ here from other DOS's in that there appears to be very limited internal commands.

Flex I/O is handled very much like PC CLONE systems in which you have the standard BIOS and are pretty much stuck with it's features. TSC is very clear about the FLEX systems not being user changeable and I believe that goes somewhat for the I/O options. Something similar to using TSR (Terminate and Stay Resident) programs is provided as an optional way of adding new features. In this option, you load a program that hooks the old calling address and replaces it with the new items entry point. Then when calling the old option, you are passed to the new program instead. This is an acceptable alternate way, but by far a better option is being to simply change the actual BIOS as was done by CP/M users for years.

I contacted the current owners of FLEX and they are considering releasing the source code into public domain. The new company name is RTMX Inc. of Durham, NC and they are producing a true unix like real time operating system. I will be suggesting they submit their source to Walnut Creek CDROM as they are planning a orphaned CDROM. Walnut Creek has been collecting non-CP/M, NON-MAC, NON-UNIX, and NON-MSDOS files for this yet to be named disk. If you have any suggestions or orphaned programs (like FLEX programs), give Walnut Creek a call (800-786-9907).

Flex is simply a single user operating system providing reliable operation. UNIFlex and Miniflex were variations of Flex produced for multiuser or minimal systems respectively. These last two products never became successful or widely used. For more complex and multiuser operations OS-9 was the system of choice.

OS-9

During this period of time UNIX was being used by most colleges and as such was gaining popularity. Of importance was the multitasking features and device independent options of UNIX. UNIX provides pipes to direct data from one program or utility to another file, program, or device. These and other features influenced and controlled the design of OS-9. Unlike the Flex system which was available for 6800 and 6809 system, OS-9 was produced for the 6809 CPU only. The musing or level II of OS-9 is for 6809 systems with a memory manager.

As we are starting to see the OS-9 system was much more advanced in both design and features than Flex. This same OS-9 system has been moved on to 68000 and 80386 platforms. OS-9 is also a real time operating system and is embedded in the CDI ROM systems currently on the market. OS-9 has been used by many large organizations including NASA and General Motors.

When used with memory manager and extra memory, multitasking systems can be built for the 6809 and level II of OS-9. Like Flex the system comes fixed for several of the standard 6809 hardware designs. Unlike Flex however, you can write your own device drivers and link them into the system. If you are a UNIX hacker you will find most of OS-9 very similar.

I have talked to the marketing director of Microware about the legal problems they have created by not supporting OS-9 for 6809 systems. Steve Johnson indicated they would not be releasing any source code (even though it is in 6809 assembler) since it gives away their design concepts which are still valid for the 68000 systems.

Steve indicated they are working at trying to find a way that helps the small user get legal systems and yet still protects the embedded system builder who is still selling and paying royalty fees. I hope to have an answer on this in the next issue.

SK*DOS

For the user putting together or buying a newer system, SK*DOS is the best option. Since you can not copy legally any OS-9 and I assume Flex systems, a source for new and supported operating systems is needed. Peter Stark has been selling his FLEX replacement for over TEN years. This is a mature and stable product that runs on both 6809 and 68000 systems. The two products are different but have the same disk format and close enough in other ways that the 68K SK*DOS has an SK*DOS-6809 emulator. So if you go to the newer 68K system, you can still use your investment of software on one system.

Unlike FLEX, SK*DOS is better at letting you do some of the work. The 68K version is really intended for you to do yourself. A separate BIOS is used and Peter has a configuration manual to show you how to do it. For the Micro Cornucopia reader, you might check out issues 46 and 47 where Karl Lunt describes how he brought up an SK*DOS 68K and created a multitasking system, all on surplus 68K boards.

When I talked to Peter, he made it very clear that he intends on continuing to support his product, and since his livelihood is NOT related to selling SK*DOS (he is a college professor), he can do so at reasonable prices as well. His SK*DOS
goes for $75 for either 6809 or 68000 systems. Many standard configurations are available, so you might give him a call at (914) 241-0287 to see what he can do for your old system. His 24 page catalog lists many products as well as hardware platforms he can supply (even a 6802 running BASIC for $100!). He sells a "68000 Hardware Course" with a do-it-yourself approach, using the Peripheral Technology PT-68K motherboard, and his $25 book (contact Peter for current pricing).

I pressed Peter for an article or a project using his system, and he indicated a desire to build a cheap and simple 68K single board system (bare boards to be made available) and show our readers how to bring up his system on it (a new variation of his older 68K Hardware Course). Since school is starting for him and he is not sure how many of our readers would be interested in such a project, Peter will have to do some thinking and planning before he decides to undertake such a major project. A few cards and letters from those interested might help convince him to do that project (Star-K Software, Box 209, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549).

I might add that Peter has a number of other programs and ROM based products to support 6809/68K systems. All his prices are very reasonable and they all work as advertised. I believe he also has a program or two that will convert/read other disk formats, so you can move data from your PC Clone to SK*DO$.

Some gotcha's

I have a GIMIX systems and it came with FLEX. The ROMs however are programmed to support both OS-9 and FLEX. One manual gives you the commands to boot the system using the W option. This states that it is a Jump to the Warmstart entry point. On first appearance you might think this is the correct command to start Flex, but it is not. If you check the Flex manual it indicates a U command for GIMIX Flex operation. Should the system crash and you are left at the monitor, then you can get back into Flex by using the W command. From power up Flex is not loaded and using the W command only jumps to empty memory. After Flex is loaded however, a program will be where W jumps and thus let you back into the operating system.

This problem got me several times, before I read more closely what the manual was saying. I first looked at it and just tried it with a system lookup being the results. Remembering that the system did work some time ago, I figured I was using the wrong command, which was the problem. Remember there are different ROMS for the Flex (simple BOOT) and the OS-9 (BIOS is in ROM code) operations and thus you must get to those parts differently using the 6809 CPU's monitor ROMs.

NEXT TIME

Next time we will look more closely inside SK*DO$ and all the commands and programs available with it.

---

**Available Software for SK*DO$/68K**

The following partial list of SK*DO$ software is coded as follows: UG = SK*DO$ Users' Group; CSC = Computer Systems Consultants Inc.; PB = Palm Beach Software; SS = Spray Software, MC = Micronics Research Corp.; SKD = Supplied with SK*DO$ System disk; BBS = Available for downloading from the SK*DO$ BBS at (914) 241-3307; ME = Michael Eveson BBS at (817)488-8398; OU = Other Users.

- ACAT - Print alphabetized disk catalog (SKD)
- APPEND - Append two disk files (SKD)
- AREACODE - Finds telephone area codes (UG)
- ASCII - Convert keypress into its ASCII code (SKD)
- ASM - 68000/68010 Native assembler (SKD)
- ASMK - Fast 68000 Assembler (PB)
- ASMxX - Crossassemblers for Z80, 8048, 8085, many more (CSC)
- BACKUP - Make a backup of a floppy disk (SKD)
- BEEP - Add a beep to system prompt (SKD)
- BIGCAL - Prints a big calendar (UG)
- BUILD - Generate short text files without an editor (SKD)
- C - Full K&R Compiler (UG or CSC)
- CACHE - Cache program to speed up floppy disk operation (SKD)
- CAL - Prints a calendar (UG)
- CALLS - Does analysis of function calls within a C program (UG)
- CAT - Print disk directory with additional data (SKD)
- CCHECK - Check a C program indentation and comments (UG)
- CHECKSUM - To checksum disk contents (SKD)
- CMODEM - Modern program for communications (UG)
- CMON - Debugging monitor (OU)
- CMP - File compare program by Jim Hughes (UG)
- COMPARE - Compare two files (UG)
- COMPARE - Compare two complete disks (SKD)
- COPY - Copy one or more files between disks, with options (SKD)
- CURSOR - Adjust cursor type (OU)
- CUT - Cut out columns from text files (UG)
- DAMON - Display drive/trace/sector for each disk access (SKD)
- DELETE - Delete a file from a disk (SKD)
- DEVICE - Install a new I/O device on system (SKD)
- DIFF - Display differences between two text files (SKD)
- DIRS - Display current directories on a disk (P K Morrison/ BBS)
- DIS - 68000/68010 Disassembler (UG)
- DISKEDIT - Examine and edit disk files (UG)
- DISKNAME - Display or change name or date of disk volume (SKD)
- DOSPARAM - Display or change current DOS or device parameters (SKD)
- DRIVE - Install or change active system drives (SKD)
- ECHO - Echo command line with hex/octal/etc (from Unix) (UG)
EDDI - Screen Editor (PB)
EDLIN - Simple line editor (SKD)
ED - Simple editor, written in C, available in source (UG)
EDX - Unix "ED"-like line editor (UG)
ELIZA - Popular psychiatrist simulator game (SKD)
EMACS - Editor based on Micro Emacs (from Unix) (UG)
EZMODEM - Screen-oriented modem communications program (ME)
FDUMP - Hex file dump program to examine disk files (UG)
FIND - Find a text string inside a file (SKD)
FORMAT - Format a floppy disk (SKU)
FROMSDOS - Import a file from MSDOs to SK*DOS (SKD)
FTOH - Copy an entire floppy disk to a hard or RAM disk file (SKD)
FUNIQ - Remove duplicate lines from non-sorted file (does not sort) (UG)
GREP - Find strings within a file (from Unix) (UG)
HDFORMAT - Format a hard disk (SKU)
HECHO - Hex Echo program by Jim Hughes (UG)
HELP - Provides instructions to user on how to use SK*DOS (SKD)
HERC - Driver for Hercules monochrome board, emulates TVI 920C (UG)
HTOF - Opposite of FTOH above (SKD)
IOSTAT - Show I/O equipment currently recognized by system (SKD)
JINK - Relocatable Loader (OU)
KRACKER - 68000 file-to-file disassembler, text can be reassembled (PB)
LINK - Prepare a floppy disk for booting (SKD)
LIST - Display contents of a disk text file (SKD)
LOCATE - Display load addresses of a binary file (SKD)
LOGIC - Schematic drawing program (PB)
LONGSIDE - Prints two files side-by-side for comparison (UG)
LS - Similar to LIST command (from Unix) (UG)
MAKEMPTY - Generate an empty data file (SKD)
MEMTEST - Memory test program (UG)
MICRO-SPELL - Spelling checker (UG)
MODULA-2 - Compiler soon to come
MOZART - Music composition program (PB)
MPSDIR - Display directory of MSDOS disk (ME,BBS)
MSREAD - Read an MSDOS disk (ME,BBS)
MSTRITE - Write an MSDOS disk (ME,BBS)
NCB - C beautifier program to restructure C program (UG)
NOBEEP - Opposite of BEEP above (SKD)
NRO - "Runoff"-type text processor (from Unix) (UG)
PAGE - Unix-like program to page through a text file (UG)
PARK - Park a hard drive before shutting it off (SKD)
PASTE - Paste data from multiple files together (UG)
PAT - Screen Editor (OU)
PDELETE - Prompted delete utility (SKU)
PEEK - Allow examining memory from SK*DOS command line (SKD)
POKE - Allow changing memory from SK*DOS command line (SKD)
POSITION - Position cursor on line (Frank Neuner/BBS)
PPR - Page printer program to format output to printer (UG)
PROMPT - Change SK*DOS prompt (SKD)
PROTECT - Change file attributes to delete protect etc. (SKD)
RAMDISK - Set up a RAM disk to speed up system (SKD)
RBASIC - Full Basic Interpreter (MC)
READ - Browse through text files backwards and forwards (SKD)
REDOFREE - Display disk parameters and rearrange free space (SKD)
RENAME - rename a disk file (SKD)
REPLACE - String replacement program (UG)
S4SKDOS - converts S4/S3 records to .com file (UG)
S4LOAD - convert S4/S3 records binary, for EPROM programmer (UG)
S4UNLOAD - converts .com file to S4/S3 format file (UG)
SC - Small C compiler (available in source and object) (UG)
SCAT - Sequenced catalog utility (SKD)
SCSIEVE - Sieve program for testing C compiler (UG)
SE - Screen editor (UG)
SEQUENCE - Change sequence number (for systems without clock) (SKD)
SFIND - String find program (UG)
SHAR - Archive program for combining files for transmission (UG)
SINSTR - Another version of SFIND (UG)
SKCC - C Compiler (CSC)
SLEEP - Time delay program for batch files (Frank Neuner/BBS)
SORT - Sort a file by various fields (UG)
SPELLB - Spelling Checker (PB)
STEPRATE - Change default drive step rate time (SKD)
STONES - Awari-type game (UG)
STRINGS - Find text strings in text or command files (UG)
SUBCAT - Subdirectory Manager (PB)
SYSTEM - Change or display current system default drive (SKD)
TCAT - Display disk catalog with latest files on top (SKD)
TIME - Display or set clock/calendar setting (SKD)
TMODEM - Modem program for Xmodem protocol (from Unix) (UG)
TLOWER - Change upper case files to upper/lower case (SKD)
UMSOSOS - Export files from SK*DOS to MSDOS (SKD)
TRACENAB - Set up a program for tracing (SKD)
UBASIC - Basic language interpreter (SKD)
UNCOMPRESS - uncompress an LZ compressed file done with compress (UG)
UNDELETE - Bring back a deleted file (SKD)
UNIQ - Delete duplicate lines from a sorted file (UG)
UNSQCMPR - Compare two text files for differences (from Unix) (UG)
VERIFY - Turn disk verify on or off (SKD)
VERSION - Display version number of a command file (SKD)
WC - Word count program (from Unix) (UG)
WHIMSICAL - Structured language compiler (SS)
WORK - Change or display current work default drive
XARC - File uncompress program (ME)
XREF - create a cross reference listing of a program file (C, asm. etc) (UG)
YASE - "Yet Another Screen Editor" (OU)
MULTIPROCESSING FOR THE IMPOVERISHED

by Brad Rodriguez

A TALKER PROGRAM FOR THE 6809

In our last episode, I supplied the design for a 6809 uniprocessor, and a simple test program to initialize the UART and exercise the serial port. Once that program is working, you can run some debugging software: a 6809 "talker" program (Listing 1). This program lets you examine and alter memory and registers, download code, and set breakpoints. The design of the talker follows my Z8 talker from TCJ #51 [ROD91]; the few changes are documented in the listing. You can use the host program from TCJ #51 for basic memory alterations, or you can modify the host program to allow editing of 6809 registers. The source code of Listing 1, and a 6809-tailored host program, are available from the Forth Roundtable on GENie as file 6809TALK.ZIP.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SHARED MEMORY

"You’re either on the bus or off the bus."
- Ken Kesey, as reported in
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

Figure 1 illustrates a simple multiprocessor system. The main bus (down the center of the diagram) is shared by all the CPU boards. Any memory or I/O board plugged into this bus is likewise shared. The bus carries address, data, and control signals between the CPUs and the memory or I/O -- just like the signals described in the previous installment which control data transfers between the 6809 and memory.

The important difference is: only one CPU board can use the bus at any time. If two CPUs try to send an address to memory simultaneously, they are likely to try driving each address line to different voltages -- with unpredictable, and possibly damaging results. The same is true of the data and control lines, of course. To avoid this, each CPU connects to the bus through a "three-state" buffer, so named because it can drive lines High (+5 volts), Low (0 volts), or not drive them at all (the third "state"). Only one CPU board can enable its three-state drivers at any time. We speak of this CPU "owning" the bus.

Obviously, we don’t want the other CPUs to do nothing while they wait to use the bus. So each CPU has some "local" memory (the RAM and ROM shown for CPU #1). This memory can be accessed by the CPU chip, even when the three-state buffers are disabled. Similarly, each CPU board can have some "local" I/O. (The on-board address and data lines that interconnect the CPU chip, ROM, RAM, and three-state buffers are sometimes called the "local bus.")

So, each CPU runs normally until it tries to read or write to an "external" address, i.e., an address corresponding to one of the shared memory or I/O boards. (Each CPU decides for itself which of its addresses correspond to on-board memory, and which correspond to devices on the shared bus. This is a function of the address decoding logic.) When the CPU needs to use the bus, it asserts the REQUEST line, and then freezes all activity (enters a "wait" mode). When the bus becomes available to that CPU, its GRANT input will be asserted, telling the CPU that it can enable its three-state drivers and continue the memory cycle.

As long as the CPU continues to assert the REQUEST line, it keeps ownership of the bus. It is the responsibility of the CPU to de-assert the REQUEST line after a reasonable time, so that other CPUs may have a chance at the bus. The timing is shown in Figure 2. I use active-low REQUEST and GRANT signals; this is a matter of personal choice. Active-low signals are denoted in the text by a trailing backslash.

The problem of handling multiple simultaneous requests for the bus is left to the Bus Arbiter. I’ve shown this as a separate block in Figure 1. Many schemes exist for bus arbitration; I’ll design a simple one in Part 3 of this series. For now, suffice it to say that the Bus Arbiter receives one or more REQUEST signals, and issues one and only one GRANT signal at a time.

REQUEST/GRANT LOGIC FOR THE 6809

In Part 1, the address range 4000-5FFF hex was reserved for references to the external bus, i.e., "off-board" references. Whenever the 6809 tries to read or write an address in this range, the signal CS4 is asserted (pulled low) by the address decoding logic. This signal can trigger a request for the external bus.

Recall that the 6809 has an input line, MRDY, which tells the processor that the memory transfer is not yet complete -- as long as MRDY is held low, the memory cycle is "stretched."
This can “freeze” the 6809 while it waits for the external bus. (On the Z80, this signal is named WAIT.)

We want the 6809 to “freeze” whenever:

a) it is trying to access an external address, and
b) it has NOT been granted the external bus.

The basic solution to this is shown in Figure 3. When CS4 is asserted (low), the REQUESTI for the external bus is asserted (low). While CS4 is low and GRANTI is high (bus not granted), MRDY will be held low. Since this freezes the address bus, CS4 (and REQUESTI) will remain low. This continues until GRANTI is pulled low, causing MRDY to go high, and allowing the cycle to complete. When the memory transfer is finished, CS4 will go back high, de-asserting REQUESTI. And as long as CS4 is high, the state of GRANTI is a “don’t-care.” Note also that the three-state drivers are enabled when (and only when) GRANTI is asserted.

Not so fast! Consider a memory read cycle. In Figure 3, when GRANTI is asserted, the address and control are enabled onto the external bus, and MRDY is pulled high. But the 6809 interprets MRDY high to mean that the cycle is complete and data is available. There is no time for the memory to respond to the address and output its data!

The circuit in Figure 4 solves this by delaying the low-to-high transition of MRDY. When BUSWAITI goes low — signifying a need for the CPU to wait — MRDY goes low immediately (because of the active-low CLR inputs on the flip-flops). When BUSWAITI goes high, two clocks must occur before MRDY follows (because the high is clocked through two flip-flops). With a 4 MHz clock, this can be a delay of 250 to 500 nsec, depending on when in the clock cycle BUSWAITI goes high. Since we’re making no assumptions about the Bus Arbiter, we have to assume that GRANTI is an asynchronous signal — that is, it can go high anytime during the 6809 clock cycle. Using two flip-flop stages guarantees a minimum of 250 nsec memory access time. Figure 5 illustrates the timing.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING ININDIVISIBLE

We now leap forward to consider a software problem: how do we keep multiple CPUs from altering the same data structure simultaneously? This is the problem of “mutual exclusion” previously described in TCJ [ROD92]. The classic solution is the “semaphore,” which works as well for multiple processors as it does for multiple tasks on a single processor...provided that the semaphore operators WAIT and SIGNAL are indivisible.

In a single-CPU system, a semaphore operator can be made indivisible by making it a single machine instruction. The 68000 provides the TAS (Test-And-Set) instruction for this purpose; but a memory rotate or increment/decrement can serve on the 6809 or Z80. The “gotcha” is that this one instruction requires two memory cycles: a read followed by a write. This is commonly called a “read-modify-write” (RMW).

WHY NOT PALS?

A TCI reader asked why I’m designing with discrete logic instead of PALS. I have several reasons:

1. PALS -- especially 15 nsec or faster -- are still rather expensive. Jameco lists the most basic PALS at $2.50 each, and there is no way I could do the complete 6809 board with fewer than two. On the other hand, my junkbox is well stocked with 7400 series parts and wirewrap sockets.

2. Not everyone is equipped to program PALS. This is especially important for a journal like TCJ, which is trying to make its designs accessible to all readers. I have even had clients specify “no PALS,” because they hadn’t invested in the development and production hardware. (Incidentally, do have a little-used PAL programmer.)

3. The logic design is “hidden” inside a PAL. This is aggravated when the minimal or “obvious” logic solution is not the PAL solution (frequently the case). Discrete logic, on the other hand, is easily understandable by any reader of TCJ (I hope).

4. Frankly, using PALS still feels like “cheating” to me. I remember the story told in Soul of a New Machine: when the engineers couldn’t solve a hardware design problem, they just put in a block that said “PAL here.” It feels like an admission of defeat.

5. I’m a member of the “old school” -- I still take pride in designing circuits with elegance and a minimum of logic. PALS only minimize the number of chips.

6. On the 6809 board, it wouldn’t have saved that many chips. Excluding bus buffers and I/O drivers -- which PALS wouldn’t replace -- there are only 5 “glue” IC’s on the full board. Swapping that for two PALS isn’t a great gain.

7. Perhaps most important, TCJ’s editor specifically requested hardware articles that didn’t use PALS!

Not all of these reasons would be valid in a commercial project. The one-time cost of PAL programmers is trivial for most companies. The added cost of PAL chips is offset by the reduced cost of assembly. “Cheating” to get a design out faster is simply good engineering, and the added flexibility for future design changes alone can justify the use of PALS. But this project is educational, written for impoverished newcomers to digital design. Here, I think discrete logic is best.

Coming Soon
Part III of 6809 CPU project
memory access; the memory byte is read, a bit is set (modified), and the byte is written back out to memory. Since "modify" takes some time, another CPU could obtain the bus between the read and write...and it's remotely possible that the second CPU would alter the same semaphore during that time. At megahertz clock rates, even the "remotely possible" occurs too often!

The solution is obvious: the first CPU should not relinquish the bus until it has completed the read-modify-write operation. The REQUEST signal must be stretched accordingly. 68000s and 8086s provide a status signal for this purpose. For the 6809 or Z80, we must create our own.

RMW Logic for the Z80

The Z80 is the easier case. We can't necessarily tell when an RMW memory reference is complete, but we can tell when the next instruction begins. The Z80's M1 signal is pulled low at the start of each new instruction (during opcode fetch).

Figure 6a shows a simple circuit to stretch REQUEST. When CS4 goes low (indicating an external access), it clears the flip-flop, forcing REQUEST low. Eventually the bus will be granted, releasing WAIT, and the "read" part of the cycle will occur. During the "modify" part of the cycle, CS4 may go high, but REQUEST will remain low. For the "write," CS4 will go low again, but -- since this CPU still owns the bus -- GRANT is still low, and no wait states will be inserted. When the next instruction begins, M1 will go low, forcing REQUEST back high and releasing the bus.

The circuit of Figure 6a will not work if opcodes are being fetched from external memory, since CS4 and M1 will be low simultaneously. (This usually will force both flip-flop outputs high.) One fix would use CS4 to "qualify" the Set input to the flip-flop, so that when CS4 is low the Set input is forced high. Another fix, (Figure 6b) uses the direct Set/Clear inputs to override the clocked data storage. The rising edge of M1 will clock the flip-flop high, unless CS4 is still asserted.

RMW Logic for the 6809

The 6809 doesn't provide a convenient M1 signal like the Z80. Fortunately, the 6809 is completely deterministic, and its data sheet [MOT83] spells out the cycle-by-cycle execution of each machine instruction. For the shift, rotate, increment, and decrement instructions, the sequence is:

(varying number of cycles to get operand address)
cycle N-2: output operand address, fetch data
cycle N-1: output address FFFF, no data transfer
cycle N: output operand address, store data

where each "cycle" is one cycle of the 6809's E clock. Thus, all read-modify-write operations on the 6809 place one "dead" cycle between the read and the write. So, RMW operations can be made indivisible by stretching REQUEST by two extra E cycles.

Figure 7 shows a circuit to do this. This is the same "stretching" circuit used previously, only it is synchronous -- the inputs always change at the same time relative to the E clock. Figure 8 gives an approximate timing diagram.

When the read is performed to an "external" address, CS4 goes low and thus REQUEST immediately goes low. This read cycle may be stretched until the bus becomes available. (The E clock will also be stretched.) During the modify cycle, CS4 will be high and a high level will be clocked into the first flip-flop. Before the high can be clocked into the second flip-flop, CS4 will be pulled low for the write cycle. CS4 must remain high for two consecutive cycles before REQUEST is de-asserted. This will occur sometime in the next instruction. (Unless, of course, the next instruction also accesses external memory. Note that this logic works properly if instructions are being fetched from external memory.)

OTHER CPUS?

The principles described here for the Z80 and 6809 can be adapted for most microprocessors. The CPU must have a WAIT input; thus the 8051 is not suitable. The CPU should have a memory-modify instruction (rotate, shift, or increment/decrement), otherwise, REQUEST has to be stretched over several machine instructions, and bus performance will suffer. This makes the 1802 a poor choice.

In the next installment I'll add this logic to the 6809 uniprocessor, design the bus arbiter, and add a few "frills."

REFERENCES


command-ss r, output in Intel hex format

MOTOROLA 6809 "MICRO-TALKER" MONITOR PROGRAM
(c) 1990, 1993 T-Recursive Technology
placed into the public domain for free and unrestricted use

A minimal monitor program for the Motorola 6809.
Used in conjunction with a "smart" host program to examine &
modify memory, and to set and execute breakpoints in machine
language and Forth

The Talker program uses only registers for memory examine and
modify, and only a small amount of stack RAM for breakpoints.
Only about 300 bytes of PROM are used; no interrupts are used.
The Talker may be operated half-duplex over a bidirectional
serial line.

The program accepts characters from a Sartorius 2681 DUART.
Characters 0-9 to 9Fh are treated as hex digits and are
shifted into a one-byte data register.
THE SCROUNGEMASTER II

Interested in a printed-circuit board for the 6809 multiprocessor? I’ve been exchanging email with TCJ reader Andrew Houghton, who wants to build a “Poor Man’s Transputer” out of the 6809. This prompted some improvement and expansion of the original ScroungeMaster I design. Namely:

a) four RS-485 serial ports using two Z8530s, instead of the 2681
b) two parallel I/O ports, using a 6522
c) memory mapping logic for expanded memory: 32K on board PROM, 32K or 128K on-board RAM, and 384K of offboard (bus) address space

The driving principle is still Cheap Parts: I figure the increased cost of ICs over the ScroungeMaster I is about $9 (Jameco prices). No PALs.

Wire-wrapping one of these boards is enough of a headache -- I’d like to avoid wire-wrapping three more. If we can get commitments for twenty boards, I’ll do the PCB layout and get boards fabricated at a local vendor. If interested, send me GENie mail (B.RODRIGUEZ2), Internet email (b.rodriguez2@genie.geis.com), or drop a postcard to Brad Rodriguez, Box 77, McMaster University, 1280 Main Street West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 1C0 Canada.
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TALKER MAIN ENTRY POINT
MACHINE LANGUAGE BREAKPOINT ENTRY

This is the main "talker" program. It performs the basic
character processing task repeatedly, until a monitor
command transfers control to an application program.

This is also the entry point for machine language breakpoints.
A breakpoint consists of a software interrupt SW13. This
causes all registers to be pushed onto the stack.
Should it be desirable to have an interrupt cause a breakpoint
- e.g., a "break" pushbutton wired to an interrupt input -
the same logic is used.

The breakpoint routine copies the saved flag values into the
talker's data register, and the saved return address into the
talker's address register. An immediate "go" function will
return with these saved values (as well as the saved sp).

Entering the breakpoint routine causes the "M" character to
be sent to the host. Entering the monitor causes "M" to be sent.
Note also that the main entry point puts its own address onto
the stack; this is so that we can "go" to a routine which ends
in a RET. This "normal termination" can be distinguished from
a breakpoint by the "M" character.

The stack frame built is:
CCR A B DPt X Y Zr Yb Yma Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym
^<all of this is pushed by an interrupt,> <this is left>
5 and is popped by a "go" command. when 'talker'
is first entered.

Expects:
Returns:
Uses: 14 bytes of stack

talker: ldd #talker ; push the address 'talker' under the 'go' frame
         push $0
         push $0
         push $0
         str $0
         ; Machine language breakpoints use SW13, so we can use
         ; the same entry point as interrupt breakpoints.
         ; All registers are automatically saved in the return frame.
         ; Return frame:
         ; Interupt breakpoint entry
         ldf #b'2a' ; **
         ; All entry points eventually land here
         stx #heap ; save stack pointer where host can find it

1f: ldf dwarf+1 ; transmit character to A
    and #b'0001'
    beq tl
    ; then
    sta dwarf+3

12: ldf dwarf+1 ; wait 'til character finished
    and #b'0010'
    beq 1f
    ; then
    ldy 10a
    ; get return address in address register
    lda a
    ; get flags in a data register
    cpa
    tbf dx

TALK - SINGLE CHARACTER PROCESSING ROUTINE

This routine processes one character received from the host.
If no character is received, it loops.
It may cause two characters to be transmitted to the host.

Expects:
Returns:
Uses: DX,Y,CCR

done: ; talker is infinite loop
         ldf dwarf+1 ; check for received character
         and #b'0100'
         beq done

         lda dwarf+3 ; get character
         ; most operations require A=0
         and #b'01'
         ; mask off all but low 6 bits
         sub #b'30'
         ; if less than 30
         bne done

         ; if b=command

         ; 30-3F: digit entry
         and #b'0F'
         ; 30-3F hex digit, shift into lo nybble
         egr dx
         ; old MDR in D, for shifting
         addb
         addb
         addb
         addb
         D::=0
         X:=00h
         awk
         ; add new to old, result in X
         bne done

         ; 24-2F: command codes
         ; we use a jump table to select the appropriate function routine.
         ; note: each routine is entered with Y-address, A=0, B=data.
         ; D and X must be swapped back before going back to "done"!
         ; (the label 'cmd' does this.)
         cma:
         and #b'0F'
         ; convert command codes to 0-FF
         egr dx
         ; table offset in X, data in D
         cma
         ; many commands require this
         jmp [table,x]
         ; function codes
         dw cmddone
         ; 20 - no op
         dw cmddone
         ; 21 - no op
         dw cmddone
         ; 22 - no op
         dw cmddone
         ; 23 - no op
         dw seth
         ; 24 - set thread breakpoint
         dw setb
         ; 25 - set code field breakpoint
         dw setw
         ; 26 - set machine code breakpoint
         dw deci
         ; 27 - get low address
         dw deci
         ; 28 - get high address
         dw echo
         ; 29 - get data register
         dw fetch
         ; 2a - read memory & send to host
         dw store
         ; 2b - store data at address
         dw setw
         ; 2c - set low address
         dw seth
         ; 2d - set high address
         dw cmddone
         ; 2e - set extended address (no op)
         dw go
         ; 2f - "call" address

24f: set a forth "thread" breakpoint at the given address (2 bytes)
    ; this puts a the address of the "breakpoint" pseudo-word into
    ; a forth thread (a list of addresses of forth words). It is the
    ; responsibility of the user to ensure that this is a valid thread
    ; address, and to save the previous value.
    seth:
    lds #break
    stx,y
    bne cmddone

25f: set a forth "code field" breakpoint at the given address (2 bytes)
    ; this changes the code field associated with a given forth word to
    ; point to a machine-language breakpoint routine. It is the
    ; responsibility of the user to ensure that this is a valid code
    ; field address, and to save the previous value.
    ; >>>>for the 6809 DTC forth, this is the same as function 26f<<<<
    setb:

26f: set a machine-language breakpoint at the given address (2 bytes)
    ; this puts a machine-language SW13 at the given address. It is
    ; the responsibility of the user to ensure that this is a valid
    ; instruction address, and to save the previous value.
    setm:
    lds #b'11M'
    ; SW13 instruction
    stx,y
    bne cmddone

27f: copy low address byte to data register, and send to host
    ; note that this destroys the previous data register contents.
    ; use function 20f to save that value first, if needed.
    getl:
    tbf y,d
    ; address to data register
    cma
    ; data register (b) always zero
    bne echo
    ; go send it

28f: copy high address byte to data register, and send to host
    ; note that this destroys the previous data register contents.
    ; use function 20f to save that value first, if needed.
    geth:
    tbf y,d
    ; address to data register
    cma
    ; data register (h) always zero
    bne echo
    ; go send it

29f: read back contents of data register
    ; echo:
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B Rodriguez 11 March 1983

; Simple memory test, to check locations 0000 to FFFF hex
out 6, Memory test, one pass
clrd #2e ; character means good
clrd #2000 ; starting address
int 1 ; rotate this through all bit positions
bitset: stb x
comp x
bne bad
asl x
bne bitset
bad: anda #b65 ; error encountered: change '1' to '$'
good: leax 1,x
next address,
cmp #6600
and loop
bne intset

; Output the character in the A register, over serial port A
loop: ld #4
out 6, Mode Register: all disabled
out 6, Mode Register: 255: 8 bits, no parity
out 6, Mode Register: 256: 8 bits, no parity
out 6, Clock Select B: tr & nr 6000 baud
out 6, Clock Select A: tr & nr 9600 baud
out 6, Aux Control Register: counter mode, bit1:16
out 6, Counter Upper, and
out 6, Counter Lower: 2x300 = 50,000 msec
out 6, Output Port Configuration: all manual
out 6, Set Output Bits: OP0 and OP1 low
out 6, Interrupt Mask Register: all disabled
end: ; The test program enters here on a reset
; This program doesn't use stacks, so the stack pointer doesn't
; need to be initialized.
entry: ; Initialize DUART from the table above
echo: tfr h x ; transmit high nibble
lea
lea
lea
lea
ora #h'36
sta dual+3

; 1: lda dual+1 ; wait 'till buffer ready for 2nd char
nda #w0
bge b1:

; tfr h x ; transmit low nibble
anda #h'0f
ora #h'36
sta dual+3

; 2: lda dual+1 ; wait 'till character finished
nda #w0
bge b2:

; cmndone, clra ; needed after 'echo', otherwise just in case
eax da
bits done

; 2AH: fist byte from memory and transmit
fisth: ld #y
fist and increment address
br echo ; go send data
eax da

; 2BH: store byte in memory
sta y
br cmndone

; 2CH: set low address byte
setd: exp y,d
clr d
exp y, y=60h
lea d,y=60h
bra cmndone

; 2DH: set high address byte
seth: exp y,d
clr d
exp y, y=60h
lea d,y=60h
bra cmndone

; 2EH: set extended address byte (memory page)

; 6809 RESET AND INTERRUPT VECTORS

; All other interrupts are vectored to a jump table in low RAM

; 6809 RESET AND INTERRUPT VECTORS

; Reset and SW1 are used by the table programs

; FORTH LANGUAGE BREAKPOINT ENTRIES

; There are the entry points for Forth language breakpoints
; The first is the "code field" breakpoint. This is an address
; which can be stored in a Fth word's code field. To cause a
; break whenever that word is executed. This kind of breakpoint
; can be set in any Fth word.

; >>> in the 6809 Direct-Threaded-Code implementation, the
; parameter field of every Fth word begins with machine code
; So, an ordinary machine-code breakpoint can be set in the
; first byte of a word <<<

; The second kind is the "thread" breakpoint. This is an address
; which can be patched into a high level "thread", to cause a
; break when a certain point is reached in high level code. The
; thread is a series of addresses of Fth words, executed by the
; inner or "NEXT" interpreter. So, we provide the address of a
; dummy Fth word whose execution actions is to invoke a machine
; language breakpoint. The Fth execution state can be deduced from
; the registers.

; equ chreadbrk, the code field breakpoint is simply
; a machine-language breakpoint set in a DTC "code field" what follows is the
; parameter and code field of a "headlined" Fth word, to invoke the breakpoint routine
; (In DTC. this is simply a machine code fragment which does a breakpoint.)
; thread: sw3 ; the thread breakpoint is simply
; a pointer to this code fragment

; FORTH LANGUAGE BREAKPOINT ENTRIES
I'd always heard that potatoes can explode if baked without being stuck with a fork. I didn't doubt it was possible, but I never _really_ believed it until I ran a little experiment. It took many tries, but one day, Whoomp! potato _all_ over the oven!

So, until I finally try it, I probably won't _really_ believe an xyz table made with cheap threaded rod won't work.

Several people wrote in response to my article in #62. Thank you very much. I enjoyed the comments and suggestions. If you were on the verge of writing but didn't quite get around to it, please do write. I'd love to hear your thoughts on the various subjects I discussed last time.

One writer suggested printing PCB artwork on two transparencies and using them together to make the black lines dark enough. What a great idea! I had considered running the transparency through the printer twice to make it darker, but the registration isn't accurate enough for that. He thinks shooting a photosensitive board through a paper master won't work because of the amount of UV the paper would absorb. I mentioned last time that this _will_ work fairly well when shooting onto lito film.

Another writer emphasized the importance of the BIOS as 'the software that knows the differences in the hardware.' I knew that. I just said it was an urge. He also reminded me that the MS-DOS disk format is the standard, and must be supported. I knew that.

I've been doing a lot of thinking lately about what direction I might take my personal Forth, if it were to diverge from Pygmy. I have not come up with any satisfactory answers. I've considered a 32-bit Forth running in a large, flat address space. This would require a '386SX or better. Should it look like Pygmy? Should it run on the bare metal or require a DOS extender? Should it use DOS to start it and later save results, but otherwise run entirely out of RAM with no DOS services? This is how Charles Moore's latest 'Forth' (his OK CAD system) does it. I haven't heard it mentioned, but it seems to me this last _requires_ an uninterruptible power supply (UPS). Imagine not only having to reset your VCR clock, but having to re-do several hours schematic or PCB layout work. Ooohh!

**Just OK?**

Chuck's OK system sounds very interesting. I saw it demonstrated several years ago at FORML, the Forth Modification Laboratory conference held every year over the Thanksgiving weekend in Asilomar, California. I was lost in the crowd, so I didn't get the best view. He was using a '386 PC clone with a VGA display and a 101-key keyboard, although he was only using 7 of the keys: ctrl, up, down, left, right, ins, del. It was entirely menu driven, so no text needed to be typed in. He says it is not suitable for word processing. He uses it to layout the silicon for a Forth CPU he is designing. I've seen various figures on how many rows and columns he uses on the screen. I _think_ he had 15 rows and 20 columns. It was really pretty and I could _read_ it from a distance. I wish I were looking a characters that big and pretty right now as I type this article. However, he did not have lower case and did not have _all_ the upper-case and punctuation.

**'386 Assemblers**

Surely you already know it, but the 80386 processor is a giant 32-bit machine hiding behind a 16-bit 8086 facade. Most PCs still use the '386 as just a fast 8086, without putting it into fancier modes. I've been writing '386 assemblers, trying to make one pretty. I haven't had much luck. As a comparison, the 8088/8086 assembler in Pygmy takes up about 22 blocks, without much crowding. The first of 3 recent attempts only generated 32-bit code, but fit in only 10 (fairly crowded) blocks. My goal is to make it fit in 3 blocks. The next two tries offered the option of generating either 32-bit or 16-bit code. Both took 9 or 10 blocks. The 3-block solution seems completely out of reach as long as I insist on a full assembler. I think getting it down to 3 blocks will require an artist's eye to choose which instructions and addressing modes can be thrown away. All three assemblers run under Pygmy, a 16-bit Forth, but can generate 32-bit code. If they are destined for a large 32-bit address space, why should I care whether the source for the assembler takes 10 blocks instead of 3? Well, I can live with 10.

**Compatibility**

I keep returning to this. Maybe I'll just stick with Pygmy. It is already DOS and BIOS compatible and already works with the standard MS-DOS disk format. And, if I really need the 32-bit address space, I can use one of my 32-bit assemblers to
temporarily change to 32-bit protected mode and then back again.

**32-bit Protected Mode**

In my Intel's house are many mansions. The '386 must be the 8th wonder of the world. I am thoroughly impressed that Man has designed and successfully implemented so massive a creation. Raise it from the miniature of silicon to a human scale and start strolling through its gardens, torture chambers, auditoriums, and gymnasiums. It is far larger than the Taj Mahal or all the Pyramids in Egypt put together. It has lots of hidden passages, with panels open only if you press the secret buttons in the correct sequence. Otherwise, it's the mummy's curse for you, bud.

I finally worked out the kinks in getting into and back out of 32-bit protected mode. Getting into 32-bit protected mode is fairly simple. It requires setting up an interrupt descriptor table and a global descriptor table, loading pointers to those tables, setting a bit in a control register, clearing the instruction prefetch queue, doing a long jump into a 32-bit segment, loading the segment registers, and setting up your new stack. (Did that sound simple to you?) Getting back out is what gave me a fit. I finally worked it all out, though. Leave out one little step and you get to reboot the computer and try again. And all this is easy compared to some of the things the '386 can do.

**Southwest Texas State University**

I survived the Unix programming course I mentioned last time. Too bad I can't say I enjoyed it. Once you've had a Human Factors course, every course becomes a Human Factors course.

The Computer Science Department secretary and the instructors of the the architecture and C courses keep talking like I'm really going to be teaching those labs in the fall. I think they are making a terrible mistake, but what do I know?

Will I get into PLDs in the labs? Only time will tell. One correspondent highly recommends them, and points out that he needs to stock only two parts (16V8 and 22X10). OK, building a PLD program just climbed a notch or two on my list of things to do.

**FTP**

Pygmy is now available via "anonymous ftp" from OAK.oakland.edu and other sites. Again, drop by the computer room of any local university and someone can probably show you all about ftp'ing files or even do it for you. Look for the file pygmy14.zip in the forth subdirectory.

**Conclusion**

I'd love to hear from you. If you have questions, suggestions, comments, solutions, or just want to set me straight, you can reach me at 809 W. San Antonio St., San Marcos, TX 78666, or via email to fs07675@academia.swt.edu on Internet or F.SERGEANT on GEnie.
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TOO MANY ZX81’s

Last issue I made a response to a readers request and opened up an endless supply of schematics. Yup folks, it seems the interest in ZX81 is still very active. Even seems some people have not given up on them. Several of the letters talked rather fondly about the product and what building one taught them.

Let’s see, we have a letter from Michael Dantzer-Sorensen of Denmark who sent his German language copy of the schematic and assembly instructions. Seems the ZX81 was a kit product. Michael also mentions the Jupiter Ace which was a Forth in ROM version. I thought about getting one once until I saw the $300 price tag.

Ken Smyth sent his copy of ZX81 schematics and reminded me that Sinclair also made a 68008 version. He also indicated that the keyboard is a simple matrix and should be easy to adapt other keyboards. Ken is also looking for a copy of the “ASZMIC ROM”, it turned the ZX81 into an assembly development platform. I’ll settle for a copy of the Jupiter Ace ROM or better yet, source code?

Eric Sakara also sent me a copy, saying how he “cut his teeth” on the ZX81. He indicated that the Vancouver Sinclair Users Group was very advanced, even to the point of creating some multi-user software for the machine.

Tom Poulin wrote to say he had written an article some time ago, on repairing the keyboards. Maybe I will get Tom to review it with an eye toward repairing any membrane keyboard. What our readers probably would be more interested in is Tom’s article describing elementary stepper motor circuits. Teaching stepper motor basics has been one of my long time projects. So send me a copy of the article, Tom!

Hetz Goldsgeier’s letter (along with his copy of the schematic), pointed out some variations in the sockets, due to different RAM devices that could be used. He also modified a B&W TV for direct video. Hetz also appreciates the Xerox Schematics, as it is solving some of his problems.

Well that is it for today, at least as far as getting schematics! When I print the Schematic (issue 65 or 66), I will print all your letters in full detail. So if you have any more comments, don’t need any more schematics (please!), send them along. I am especially interested in knowing about how well the ZX81 emulator works. Also information on the Vancouver Sinclair Users Group would be nice to see.

Emulators???

Speaking of emulators, I got the Simtel20 CDROM from Walnut Creek and was amazed to see all the emulators it contained. Besides the Sinclair versions(4), there was 6800 with real time operating system, CP/M (7 + one CP/M86), two 68HC11 emulators, an Apple II, and a Commodore 64 as well. With the cheap price of clones, you can sure see why having access to old software on the new machines is popular.

Since I am running out of space, next time I will review emulators in more detail. I guess it is a great way to use new hardware with your favorite but old or broken hardware/software system.

Send those letters and cards to me, Bill Kibler, TCJ, BOX 535, Lincoln, CA, 95648.

---
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